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To study Pro Poor Policies the World
Bank has initiated a series of 14 country studies carried out in cooperation
with bilateral development agencies in
France, Germany and the United Kingdom. It asks if there are better ways in
which the poor can participate in the
growth of their country.
EED does not believe that growth
is only economic. Growth is in Human
Beings and can be identiﬁed by e.g.
Human Development Indicators. But
certainly, macro-economics are inescapable. EED wanted to understand,
if the Pro Poor Growth debate of the
World Bank and the bilateral agencies will yield results that can reduce
poverty? With this question in mind it
commissioned country study no. 15 on
Pro Poor Growth, following the same
terms of reference, as the 14 others.
It wanted to understand how growth
and poverty and their decomposition
over the households in Honduras have
been aﬀected by political developments
in the recent history of Honduras. It
also wanted to know, what kind of Pro
Poor Growth recipes the Bank and the
Donors would formulate on the basis
of their analysis and if these help in the
allocation of more of the nations growth
to the poor than the rich.
Some results:
The Concept of Pro Poor growth is
a useful renaissance of an old debate
about Poverty, Growth and Inequality.
Yet, in itself it means only ideas.

These ideas need translation into
societal action and participation by
the poor and political decision making
by Governments. "Translators" can be
the Civil Society actors active f.i. in the
context of the national PRSP, but also
others.
The PRSP department of the Government of Honduras for example, has
already started a debate about Pro Poor
growth policies in the country as well as
with its bilateral partners on the basis
of the EED study.
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Dear Reader
A country with only about 6 million inhabitants and an economy
based on coﬀee, banana and products
of Export Processing Zones invariably
ﬁnds itself at the receiving end of global trade and ﬁnance structures. The
World Bank and the IMF as well as
regional multilateral banks own close
to 70% of Honduras foreign debt.
This study of "pro-poor growth"
policies of Honduras concludes that
the country needs a turn around in
its ﬁnance, trade and distributional
policies in order to achieve the Millennium Development Goals and to
ensure the fulﬁlment of core contents
of the economics, social ans cultural
Human Rights.
It shows that a socially more equal
access to resources like land, credit,
education, health and water in itself
would have been a formidable growth
factor in its recent history. Ministries,
courts, police, banks and a decentralised local government and administration could have fostered that growth
from below, had they been more transparent, participatory, decentral and
democratic and handed down what
little resources entrusted to them for
the poor. A bottom up process of civic

empowerment also in ﬁscal, ﬁnancial
and trade policy-making is urgent.
Financing the annual cost of
achieving the MDGs need to be
prioritised in the budget before debts
are serviced. Better still: Honduras
should seek an orderly debt restructuring solution for unsustainable
debts. Non-debt creating foreign
ﬂows such as remittances, green ﬁeld
FDI or ODA have to be given priority over other types of foreign ﬂows.
When compared to the level of the
ﬁscal revenue, the cost of Government
and administration in Honduras is
too high. To broaden the tax basis and
increase revenue is urgent. Demand
creation policies promise higher savings returns with the poor in Honduras if coupled with proper institutional
arrangements such as a well functioning two tier banking system with
preferential treatment for poorer
sections. The State has to assume
a more proactive role in design of
growth and development policy.
It should protect its forex liquidity through capital control. It has to
protect infant industries by tariﬀs and
subsidies while at the same time
approaching bilateral trade liberalization agreements with countries
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at similar levels of productivity and
development.
Why does a protestant Church
based development organisation gets
involved in the discussion on propoor growth?
Churches today are allerted to
the structural causes and drivers of
impoverisation. While all along they
have been supporting the self-empowerment of poor people on their
issues, their limited scope of change

soon demanded to take the proper, i.e.
the global perspective. The emergence
of national platforms for participation in policy discussions and implementation e.g. for the PRSPs or the
CSP/NIPs supports this process. By
participating in multilateral dialogues
on pro-poor growth, the EED hopes to
contribute over time to the emergence
of a ﬂexible tool for macro-economic
policy-making in the hands of Civil
Society.
Dr. Konrad von Bonin
Director EED
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Prologue – No time for economic inequality
Peter Lanzet
The Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean (CEPAL:
2002), as quoted in this report, calculates that Honduras, at the present
level of inequality and at its present
rate of economic growth, may take
about 240 years to achieve the Millennium Development Goals. Honduras
does not have that time. No developing country has this time.

World Bank authors are discussing
a relative and an absolute concept of
Pro Poor Growth. Growth is classiﬁed
as pro poor if poverty declines during
the course of economic growth. Pro
Poor Growth deﬁned by Ravallion and
Chen (2001) falls into this category.
Using this deﬁnition, growth will
always be pro poor, whenever poverty
falls.

From a civil society perspective one
would never look at growth only from
a GDP- centred understanding. A
growth in Human Development Index
outcomes would come much closer to
what Civil Society identiﬁes as growth.
But macro economics set the pace. The
current debate in the bi- and multilateral development agencies about Pro
Poor Growth, dealing exclusively with
GDP- growth deserves attention.

Pro Poor Growth is termed absolute if the poor receive the same
beneﬁts of growth in absolute terms
as the non poor. If the growth of GDP
in Honduras in the 90s averaged at
0,3 % per capita and the poor had
received 0,3% per capita share of this
growth during that decade, Pro Poor
Growth in Honduras would have been
absolute, because the pool of increase
was shared equally among aggregated
income levels and households. For
every one percent average increase
in national income average, 2,5% of
households are lifted across the poverty line (Ravallion 2001:8). Country
speciﬁc diﬀerences might be considerable, though.

Despite the complex relationship of
economic growth and poverty, growth
matters for poverty reduction. Yet, it is
by far not enough to look on and wait
for economic growth to bring development to the doorsteps of the poor. The
process can be accelerated considerably, given the political will, since it
is the level of equality, both within a
society as well as globally that largely
deﬁnes how long it takes to achieve
acceptable standards of living for the
poor. This introduction to the lessons,
learnt of the Honduras case of Pro
Poor Growth, takes a look at the ongoing discussion about Pro Poor Growth
and then indicates what should be
done by developing nation states as
well as by the countries dominating
the global structures, to hasten the
process of Pro Poor Growth to reach
the MDGs by 2015.

The relative concept arises when
economic growth beneﬁts the poor
proportionally more or proportionally
less than the non-poor. The implication is that while growth reduces
poverty and recession increases it, the
income gap between the rich and the
poor (i.e. inequality) shrinks or widens. This deﬁnition may be referred to
as a relative approach, as it implies a
reduction (increase) in relative inequality. The relative deﬁnition implies
that a) no poverty reduction without
growth, b) faster poverty reduction
with growth beneﬁting the poorer
households more than the better oﬀ.
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Or vice versa, recession disfavouring the poor more and leaving the
rich relatively unaﬀected. Common
sense would think: Well that’s evident, but macro economists quarrel
about the deﬁnitions as well as about
the merits of policies derived from
the absolute and the relative deﬁnition of growth for poverty reduction
for ages. Civil Society ﬁnds, many
developing countries have no, or very
little or very volatile growth over the
years. It wonders how e.g. Honduras
is ever to achieve the MDGs, if redis-

tribution of assets and income to the
poorer households even during times
of recessions is ruled out as a poverty
reduction scenario.
Contributors to the Pro Poor
Growth discussion in the literature
suggest various methods how inequality is considered in growth. To measure inequality the Gini coeﬃcient is
mostly used, correlating percentages
of households with incomes in an
aggregated way, through the Lorenz
curve.
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At 0 all income is shared by all
households equally, at 1 all income is
captured by one household. Denmark,
Germany, Japan, Uzbekistan are below
0,3% i.e. belong to the countries with
greater income equality while Botswana, the Central African Republic
and Brazil are on or beyond 0,6%
with Namibia seemingly hitting the
peak of inequality at 0,7 %. The USA
is at 0,41% and Honduras at 0,55% (
WDI:2004). However, those are aggregate levels of income distribution over
households. To know the winners and
losers of economic growth it remains
important to identify the percentage of
income shared by the lower quintile of
households. “For example, the income
gain to the richest decile in India will
be about four times higher than the
gain to the poorest quintile; it will be
19 times higher in Brazil” (Ravallion
2001:8).

Line of perfect inequality

Ravallion also exempliﬁes how
given an annual increase of income
of 2% per capita in a country, poverty
can decrease at the rate of either 5,6%
or at 3,2%, depending on whether
there is lower (0,3) or higher (0,6%)
inequality (2000:17). It becomes very
clear thus, how much inequality matters for poverty and its distribution.
Kakwani (2001) shows that inequality
neutralises the growth beneﬁts of the
poor (for Kakwani’s holistic approach
see the initial section of the Honduras
case study). A 3% GDP increase can
statistically be swallowed by the higher
income brackets if the Gini coeﬃcient
increases say from 0,4 to 0,5%. E.g. in
the Lao PDR the poor would participate comparatively well from any
increase in economic growth, whereas
in Thailand lowering the Gini coefﬁcient by 1 % would provide 4% more
income to the poorer households.

9

How long the road is to acceptable
living standards for poor families and
how steep the climb “depends on the
initial inequality in income distribution and on the change in inequality”.
While in the Lao PDR a Pro Poor
Growth strategy could content itself

largely with overcoming economic
growth impediments, in Thailand
Pro Poor Growth strategies must also
concentrate on more equal distribution. (Sauter 2001:5/7). Thailand must
hasten growth as well as Pro Poor
Growth.

Basically 4 scenarios form the basis of the reﬂection:
Increasing inequality
Increase in overall
household income
(Reduction in Poverty)

Decreasing household
income
(Increase in poverty)

Decreasing inequality
2
Best case

1
Moderately poverty reducing but could be an important
strategy when the challenge is to
overcome economic stagnation
(- 1,3%)

(- 9,6%)

3
Worst case

4
Moderately poverty
increasing

(+ 14%)

(+ 1,7%)

See Sauter 2000 :6 (see Ravaillion 2000: 27 based on 47 developing countries)

An increase in overall income and
a decrease in inequality is obviously
the best case (2)and the inverted situation is the worst case (3). Developing
countries with weak institutions and
governance, faced with globalisation
realities characterized by corresponding commodity and ﬁnance volatilities tend to ﬁnd themselves more in 1
and 4. Ravallion’s research shows, an
anti- poverty strategy that attempts to
increase equality even in the face of an
economic depression may not pay oﬀ
as in case 4. Poverty still increases in
the absence of growth albeit shared by
1,7% more households.
The case we seem to recognize as
the typical result of the neo-classical
mode of economic development is
“ growth with inequality” as in case
1, which however, still reduces the
number of households under the poverty line by 1,3%. According to Bhattacharya (2004: 18), in Bangladesh it
needs 4,8% GDP increase to achieve
1% poverty reduction. This would be
considered as a pro rich growth disproportionately favouring the rich.

The schedule as such supports the
view that “inequality is harmful to
growth” It supports this view more
then the opposite view, which was
the prevailing view in development
economics for decades”(Ravallion
2001:14)
In the experience of Civil Society
and in the literature alike inequality is an impediment to growth. To
help speeding up growth of the poor
it needs a stronger distribution of the
income and assets to their households.
Their capacities need opportunities
to develop and support to act, so they
can get more involved with production, marketing, ﬁnancing and decision making. This is the simple but
strong message about what a developing country’s Pro Poor Growth strategy actually should concentrate on, to
help accelerate growth and achieve the
MDG by 2015 and not by 2265. The
reduction of poverty can be hastened
by growth distribution and reduction
of inequality. Developing countries
and OECD-countries alike, need not
wait for higher growth to trickle down
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to the poor. The process of poverty reduction can be guided and accelerated.
As the term implies to the economists debate Pro Poor Growth is only
conceivable as a result of growth. No
growth, no poverty reduction- its as
simple as that. Undeniably, economic
growth does contribute to improvements in the living standard of poor
people, if in the process they can sell
their produce or ﬁnd employment or
self-employment. And, redistributing
assets such as land or micro-credit
for productive utilisation by the poor
can go a long way for them to capture
a lager share from the total of economic growth of a country. The poor
have less access to credit because of
their incapacity to oﬀer collateral to
creditors though they may have good
projects, in which case growth from
good projects will be missing.
In fact Squire (1999) shows the
importance of asset redistribution
(especially land) for credit worthiness.
Honduras seems to be a case in point
to this need as pointed out in this
report. If, we may ask, asset distribution has a beneﬁcial eﬀect on the
“bankability” of the poor, it can very
well be done during times of recession
to foster the fundamentals of pro poor
growth. Investment into the education
of the poor is a question of budget
priorities, of course growth helps.
Growth facilitates everything, but can
the fulﬁlment of the economic, social
and cultural human rights of the poor
be a hostage to growth?
The Pro Poor Policy debate does
not concern itself too much with
realities. Balance of payment crisis or
foreign debt is a reality faced by most
developing countries. But the absolute
position of Pro Poor Growth is satisﬁed knowing that growth is a tide that
lifts all ships alike, big or small. And
with growth, debt is but an accounting
problem

This is the point where even the
policy makers are at a loss, if they
expect policy advice from the absolute
deﬁnition of Pro Poor Growth. From
the relative position of PPG would
derive the recommendation: distribute
growth of income and assets, to reduce poverty faster. The whole debate
seems rather distant from the policy
making level and Civil Society would
certainly ﬁnd it diﬃcult to adopt even
the relative conception of Pro Poor
Growth since it does not even begin to
take into consideration changes in the
distribution of power, property and
income at every level, certainly global.
At the country level, to invest in
the education of the poor is a very
good Pro Poor Growth strategy. The
poor cannot invest in their education
and health the way the better oﬀ strata
of society does, while the richer part of
society usually succeeds in capturing a
larger share of the national budget for
higher secondary and university education. Thus poorer households will
miss chances to improve their capacities, competence and productivity. As
one of the consequences they have less
capacities to participate in political decision making than non poor groups.
For women that situation is further
aggravated. Participation in decision making, is key to begin to push
decision making in to the Pro Poor
Growth direction and insure transparency. That is particularly relevant for
the monitoring relationship of Civil
Society and the state. Gini-coeﬃcients
beyond 0,5 give rise to the assumption
that a very small elite has captured a
very large share of the assets and the
income of a state.
The state remains an all important
actor and regulator for lifting the poor
out of poverty. The state decides e.g.
if the land registration is eﬃciently
correlated with police and jurisdiction
and a poor person can defend property rights. Is the system to ﬁnance the
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political parties transparent or do they
feed on the public investment budget,
do customs, police and the revenue
department work as they should? For
Civil Society poverty as expressed in
economic inequality is the result of the
political economy and culture as it has
developed in a given location or country for the poor. Poverty is the product
of an intricate web of demographic,
topographic, personal, political,
cultural, national and international
factors and interest. Opening spaces
for the poor to untie resources and
productive capacities requires simultaneous approaches from many ankles
and is a steady ﬁght against adverse or
vested power interest. Human Rights,
empowerment and advocacy approaches have already contributed to
poverty reduction by insuring greater
participation of Civil Society in decision making at all levels. Strengthening economic empowerment capacities of Civil Societies in poor countries
to use channels and fora for participation, raising voice and inﬂuence decision making such (as NePad, PRSP,
CSP/NIPs, etc) will be tantamount
to turning growth strategies into Pro
Poor Growth strategies.

competitive economies like the USA,
Japan, Germany, U.K, France, etc. during the historic periods, when they accumulated the capital that today forms
the basis of their economies.

The disadvantages of the global trade and ﬁnance structures for
developing countries are central to
the North/South conﬂict. A Pro Poor
Growth strategy for developing countries to help in world market integration, needs the opening of markets in
the developed countries for the poorer
countries produce while at the same
time protecting the poorer countries
infant markets until they are strong
and competitive. Then, one day they
will be in a position to be “kicking
away the ladder” (Ha- Joon Chang:
2001) i.e. the tariﬀ and customs protections, the non acceptance of foreign
patents, the proactive industrial and
other sector policies to strengthen
their economies. All these policies
have been used by today’s strong and

One reason for the attempt of
the IMF to micro manage indebted
developing countries with elaborate
conditionalities is the relative scarcity
of these ﬁnances available. Would
there be SDR depots comparable to
the global GDP/SDR- ratio of the ﬁfties, the conditionality regime - having
accelerated Anti Poor Growth in many
developing countries (SAPRIN: 2001),
wouldn’t have needed to be so strict.
And while in all developed countries
during and after the recent economic
recession (2000/2001) growth promoting programmes were debt ﬁnanced,
poor countries through the multilateral credit lever were obliged to cut
spending. Such policies according to
Buira, are the result of the missing
participation of developing countries,

In much the same way as participation is a necessary element for
Pro Poor Growth at the national and
structural level, a Pro Poor Growth
reform of global governance structures
through participation is needed. Ariel
Buira (2002) shows how in the present
system of Governance of the International Monetary Fund the interest of
the wealthy nations in the credit facilities of the IMF is reducing, since they
reﬁnance themselves via the regular
ﬁnancial markets in London, Tokyo
or New York. Consequently, wealthier
countries do not stock up their special
drawing rights in the IMF, originally
thought to provide liquidity for all
countries. When compared to the
global GDP/SDR- ratio in the ﬁfties
the percentage of SDR has greatly
diminished. Yet, the IMF’s inadequate
deposit of currencies has the same
mandate as in the ﬁfties: Protecting all
its members big and small alike from
vulnerability and shocks.
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unable to making their voices heard
and attaining substantial quota/votes
in the boards of the World Bank and
the IMF.
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Introduction:
Pedro Morazán
Debates on the problems around
economic growth and their links to
welfare and income level are not a
new phenomenon. The discussion
is not a banal one, indeed, its sense
is deeper than one would realize
straight oﬀ. The most evident questions are the following: does economic
growth automatically reduce poverty
and social inequality? Does an initial
reduction of income inequality have a
contra productive eﬀect on economic
growth? In which direction should
the State intervene? To which extension should the State and the Market
be linked together?To summarize, is it
possible to insert growth in favour of
the poor?

Nowadays, this relation is known as
the inverted U or Kuznetz Hypothesis
which can be seen in the ﬁrst graphic.

Once again, the diﬀerences related
to the factors leading to economic
growth seem to become relevant.
Indeed, this is due to the economic
restructuration processes which have
their origins in the globalization and
are essentially linked with the liberalization of international commerce and
capital ﬂows. Simon Kuznets was the
ﬁrst to realize that there is an interaction between growth and income
inequality. The economic growth of a
country is a long process which can
only be observed and analyzed at long
intervals. Within these long intervals,
Simon Kuznets deﬁnes economic
growth as the growing capability of
one special country to provide a growing quantity of economic goods. This
capability is based on technological
progress as well as on the institutional
and ideological adjustment required
by such a process. Following his
hypothesis, whereas the inequalities
increase during the initial phase of
growth, they tend to decrease after a
certain growth level has been reached.

Kuznets based his research on
statistics on economic growth in the
USA, Great Britain and Germany in
the 19th and 20th century (Kuznets
1955). In his opinion, economic
growth has great social impacts, especially when it comes to the urban rural relationship which he called “the
controlled revolution” (Kuznets 1973).
The technical progress led to a migratory ﬂow from the „traditional“ to the
„modern“ sectors of the economy. The
bigger the labor force rate in agriculture, the bigger the social inequalities
derivated from the growth process
would be. Indeed, the manufacturing
industries oﬀer higher salaries than
the agricultural sector. On the other
hand, the low cost of labor in the primary sector leads to an expansion in
the modern sector of the manufacturing industries. This also supposes that
the social inequalities due to the wage
gap between qualiﬁed and unqualiﬁed labor grow. These inequalities will
gradually decrease as a result of the
supply and demand.

Kuznets Hypothesis
Inequality

Per capita income
Graphic 1
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Kuznets´ inverted U in all its variations maintained a long time its validity as the base of the neo-classical vision, which was adopted in the Washington Consensus. Many researchers
even tried to demonstrated that when
the income equality is initially high,
it would have negative eﬀects on
economic growth. Others referred
the absence of growth to the unequal
distribution of the assets, particularly
when it comes to land and human resources. It was specially since the crisis
of foreign debts that the following vision was strengthened within bilateral
and multilateral institutions: countries
with low economic growth should
focus on the promotion of the modern
economic urban sector when seeking
a development strategy. When carrying this strategy, they should not give
any special attention to the income
distribution within parts of the population which still earn their living in
the traditional rural sector. Of course,
this strategy does not only determine
the policy at the macro level but also
the structural policy, as well as the role
of the State. It is the "soul" of what we
today call the Washington Consensus.
The crisis of the Washington
Consensus postulates led to the revival
of the discussion around the magic triangle: Growth, Poverty, Distribution.
The expectation, was not only that globalization and the “ﬁrst-generation”
reforms would raise economic growth
rates, but that they also would signiﬁcantly reduce poverty and inequality.
Indeed, capital inﬂows and export
growth were expected to promote the
development of labor-intensive sectors. This has not occurred. The belief
in the trickle-down eﬀect provided by
Kuznets inverted U was strongly reassessed in view of the negative results
of both the structural adjustment and
the PRSP. The World Bank and the
international cooperation have started
discussing strategies of economic
growth called, in this context, “Pro-

poor growth”, but which questions the
classic concepts of Kuznets. To ﬁght
for an economic growth for the poor
means accepting at the same time that
the strategies of conventional economic growth of the last 50 years have not
been pro poor.
In this sense, the following question is legitimate: is it possible to
operationalize “Pro-poor growth”
deﬁnation? Is it possible to deﬁne the
relationship between growth, poverty
and inequality with such a precision
which would enable us set up the most
appropriate policy, which in its turn
would convert a vicious circle into a
virtuous one? Which is the best type
of analysis required in order to reach
this objective? Would it be a crosscountry analysis rather than case by
case studies?
What is the “Pro-poor growth”?
The current discussion about
economic growth has not yet come
to a conclusion on how to deﬁne the
category “Pro-poor growth” (S. see
Klassen, S.pg., 2003). The main reason
for this is not because of technical or
methodological questions or diﬀerences. Rather, the diﬃculties can be
found in the political dimension of the
issue where the proportion of poverty
and inequality has to be dealt with. It
is necessary to ﬁnd a redistribution
of income and activa of the non-poor
to the poor in order to reach a special
type of economic growth. This would
be a public policy for which it would
be diﬃcult to ﬁnd the necessary agreement.
In their cross-country-study of
over 80 countries, Dollar and Kraay
(2000) come to the conclusion that
economic growth always has to be
regarded as “Pro-poor growth”. Martin
Ravallion tries to prove the trickledown-eﬀect (Ravallion and Chen
2003), for which he uses a statistic
poverty incidence curve of the pov-
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erty index of Watts. This index shows
how far the growth rate of the average
income varies in relation of the income-margin. Watts’ income-margin
contains the average growth of income
through which the income of the poor
increases while the real poverty is
reduced, in this case the whole poverty
index.
As it has already been mentioned,
on the one hand, such a thesis means
that growth does not happen in favor
of the poor; on the other hand, it
means that growth is not always indifferent to the distribution of income.
Ravaillon uses these kinds of restrictions and argues that high-level of
initial income inequalities could
inﬂuence the growth, but it should
not automatically mean that to reduce
diﬀerences of income would support
growth. He comes to Rhodos but he
doesn’t jump.
Besides all suppositions of a dual
economic model, the central question still is how the poor can create
economic growth in their own favor.
In order to answer this question it is
necessary to draw upon deﬁnitions of
human welfare which regard poverty
as a multidimensional phenomenon
and gives us ways and norms to support the participation of the poor in
the economic growth – relating to
the capital accumulation as well as on
participation on the labor markets. In
this case, the philosophy of economic
growth for the poor has to use concepts of functionalities and capacities
together with Amartya Sen’s vision of
prosperity. In contrast to the concept
of the trickle-down-eﬀect, this deﬁnition of economic growth has not only
to imply participation on the economic level but also on the political and
social level. The poor are not only to
be seen as beneﬁciaries of growth but
also as active particpants of it.
Another, alternative deﬁnition sees
growth as pro poor if the poor enjoy

the beneﬁts of growth proportionally more than the non poor. In this
scenario, inequality is concurrently
declining during the course of growth.
(Baulch and McCullock, 2000; Kakwani and Pernia, 2000). This means
that the process of growth has, as a
consequence, substantial changes
concerning the distribution of income
as well as of the activa. Kakwani and
Pernia justify their position by arguing that growth, which results of
spontaneous powers of the market,
proportionally beneﬁts the rich more
than the poor, because they have more
advantages concerning material capital as well as human capital (Kakwani
and Pernia, 2000, 3).
In order to create growth for the
poor, i.e. overcoming the gap the
market has created, an intervention
is necessary. This could be done in
an indirect way, by abolishing for
example those structures and institutions which have negative eﬀects on
the poor and the disadvantaged, or by
macro-economic or structural measures in order to correct those social
diﬀerences the market had created. It
could also be done in a direct way by
creating ﬁscal measures aiming at a redistribution of income in favour of the
poor and the less advantaged. Those
ﬁscal measures would imply expenses
for education, health, family planning, access to credit, etc. This means
of course to put more importance on
aspects of distribution in the growth
function for the poor.
Can “Pro-poor growth” be operationalized?
As it has already been mentioned,
the theory of Kuznets and of the
“trickle-down-eﬀect” still dominate
strategies of growth in international
economic cooperation. This approach
ﬁts in the methods of deﬁnitions and
implementations of “pro-poor growth”
which the World Bank uses. The main
working hypothesis for this goes as
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follows: "The main hypothesis is that
if pro-poor growth is to be an operational concept and guide public policy,
it cannot be deﬁned as growth that is
accompanied by a decline in inequality, but rather must be deﬁned more
broadly as growth accompanied by a
decline in poverty” (Draft Concept
Paper, 2004). In this way, political options on assisting measures would be
reduced in order to weaken negative
eﬀects of conventional growth like a
social-investment funds in the present
case. Other measures to support
investment in the privat sector on the
macro- and micro-economic level stay
as they were no matter of the direct
eﬀects on the situation of income.
As Kakwani states it would not
make any sense to look for a single
index of growth for the poor, since
an overall way of seeing development
should necessarily imply all kinds of
capacities which would increase the
human prosperity of the poor. Kakwani suggests to develop an indicator
which contains the most important
functions and which observes their
development – applied in the same
way like the Human Development
Index of UNDP which is based on
the ideas of Amartya Sen. Kakwani
decomposes the total changes of
poverty ﬁrst into the eﬀect of growth,
without changing the levels of income.
A second way is the eﬀect of the redistribution of income if the total income
rate stays the same, i.e. when there is
no growth. This means that poverty
reduction does not only depend on the
volume of economic growth but also
on the distribution of its beneﬁts. For
that purpose, Kakwani has equated
the rate of growth with the rate of
poverty (Poverty Equivalent Growth
Rate PEGR) which not only includes
the growth rate but also the beneﬁts
for the poor (Kakwani, Son, Khandeer,
2003).

Despite trying to operationalize the
relations of the triangle “growth – poverty – inequality”, diﬀerent aspects of
economic policy have to be discussed.
As Bourguignon (2004) states, it is just
the beginning of the discussions to accept that a redistribution for growth is
necessary. Mechanisms of redistribution not only include a redistribution
of income but also of goods. The latter
is more complex than it seems at ﬁrst
sight, especially as the initial conditions play an important role. Changes
of initial inequalities require changes
of political institutions, which creates a problem of power relations and
dominance, since it means political
economy. In the present case, just like
in many other cases as well, growth for
the poor has to be seen as a process
of political transition which requires
that the diﬀerent social actors agree on
this.
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Historical Context and Initial Conditions

When discussing the historical context of growth, one should look at the
heritage of the colonial epoch, especially the issue of land ownership, as
well as the speciﬁc conditions under
which the former colonies became
integrated into the world economy in
the 19th century. The economic structure of Central America’s economies
was heavily determined by both, the
existence of large Haciendas with low
productivity and the high dependency
on the two principal export products:
coﬀee and bananas.
While the traditional Hacienda
turned into plantations for coﬀee
export in Guatemala and El Salvador,
traditional structures were maintained
in Honduras (Torres-Rivas, E., 1971).
Export-oriented banana cultivation
was established in Honduras in 1889,
and rapidly reached a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the Honduran economy
and politics which lead to its famous
naming as the “Banana Republic”. A
process of modernisation and monopolisation took place from 1900
onwards, bringing banana production
under the total control of two international consortiums, the United Brands
Company (Chiquita) and the Standard
Fruit Company (Dole), which created
the world’s largest banana plantations at that time. After a while, in the
60ties, their investments went beyond
the banana plantations and they start
to control signiﬁcant segments of
banks, manufacturing industries and
telecommunications (Morazán, 1992).
For the purpose of the present
paper, it is important to stress that the
banana production consolidates as an
enclave economy along the Honduran
coastal area, creating there a dynamic
development pole (a “modern sec-

tor”) with little impact on the rest of
the economy, thus not being able to
achieve a transformation of the other
(“traditional”) sectors. The modernisation of infrastructure pursued
through the introduction of railways
and the construction of roads was not
extended to the rest of the country.
Rather, this infrastructure was available only for the banana industries in
the North, which introduced high fees
for its use and made them too expensive for other users. Until 1960, the
banana industry was the main source
of employment and foreign currency
for the country, while coﬀee, although
it was still being cultivated, played a
secondary role. Coﬀee cultivation was
developed later on when banana exports fell into crisis, especially due to
the emergence of the Sigatoka disease
(Morazán, 1992).
1.1 Inequalities and Access to land

In the agrarian sector, the initial
conditions in Honduras did not diﬀer
much from those in the rest of Central
America: highly unequal structure
of land ownership. The ﬁrst three
agricultural surveys (1952, 1974 and
1993) show high levels of inequality,
which, especially in their consolidation throughout the last ﬁve decades,
remained essentially the same. According to the UNDP, more than 75%
of farms own less than 6 ha of land,
controlling just about 16.1% of the
total agricultural area, while big farms,
representing 6.1% of all farms, control
more than 60% of the land. In general,
the Gini coeﬃcient for land distribution in Honduras reaches 77% (UNDP,
1998, 105).
Table 1.1. shows a comparison of
the data obtained by the three censi.
In general, it can be said that the poor
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lack adequate access to their most
important asset: land.
There was not enough political will
in that period (1950 - 1990) to promote a land reform that would beneﬁt
poor peasants in spite of the fact that
the country had great potentials due

to the existence of large national and
community-owned estates. Rather, in
the late 50’s, peasants’ claims for a land
reform were denied because they were
seen as communist propaganda by
many repressive governments (POSCAE/UNAH, 33).

Table 1.1: Honduras: Evolution of the Rural Property and Land Access (1952 – 1993)
Strata

Total
Banana-Workers
Landless
Less than 1 ha
1 to 5 ha
5 to 50 ha
50 and more ha

1974

1952

Absolute
(Number. of
Farms)
195 952
20 800
19 077
15 394
73 617
60 464
6 600

%
100
11
10
8
38
31
3

Absolute
(Number. of
Farms)
303 291
18 000
89 955
33 771
91 010
62 654
7 901

1993

%

Absolute
(Number. of
Farms)

100
6
30
11
30
21
3

465 582
22 000
126 383
80 088
147 573
77 701
11 837

%
100
5
27
17
32
17
3

Source: UNDP, 1998, 105: Censos Nacionales agropecuarios 1952, 1974 and 1993

Later on, after strong peasant protests, the military government under
Osvaldo López Arellano started a
process of land reform: between 1962
and 1990 the National Agrarian Institute (INA) awarded 376,457 ha to a total of 66,076 beneﬁciaries, equivalent
to 10% of the total farming surface,
and with an average of 5.7 ha per recipient. Over 80% of the awarded land
were communal farms (Moreno, 1993,
17). In the eyes of many experts, the
land reform did not satisfy the needs
of a sustainable development due to
the lack of eﬀective complementary
measures: capacity-building, technical assistance and access to credits. In
consequence, many beneﬁciaries lost
their obtained land again.
1.2 Industrialization and the Import
Substitution Strategy

nucleus of this strategy, whereas
agriculture played a secondary role as
the provider of raw material and cheap
basic grains for the industrial sector
and urban areas. The most important
measures carried out by the government were the following (Sierra and
Ramirez, 1994, 55):






Import Substitution

Under the inﬂuence of the CEPAL,
the import substitution strategy was
implemented in Honduras between
1950 and 1989. The development
of the industrial sector formed the



The industrial sector received a
preferential treatment and was
strongly protected; emphasis
was given to the companies created during this period
Promotion of new agrarian
export products, such as cotton,
cattle and sugar, that had a high
potential of commercialisation
at the world market
Active participation in the Mercado Común Centroamericano
(regional integration)
A transformation of the agrarian structures in order to create
social stability and to promote
the market economy of the
rural sector.
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During the sixties, an “inward
oriented strategy” was implemented in
Honduras. The public sector was complying a strategic function to stimulate
a process of industrialization by means
of measures such as the introduction
of tariﬀ barriers, the over-evaluation
of the exchange rate and the restriction of the currency in favour of capital imports. Agriculture, as a provider
of raw materials, manual labour and
ﬁnancial surpluses through the export
of traditional products, played only a
secondary role.
The base of the economic structure
was inﬂuenced for a long time by the
banana production in the North of
the country. Two poles of development were thus formed, one in the
North and another in the Centre, with
Tegucigalpa as the political capital.
With the construction of the Northern
Road (“Carretera del Norte”), a very
important connection was established
between the country’s political capital
and San Pedro Sula—Puerto Cortés
in the Banana region. Vast geographic
zones in the west of the country,
where most of the population is
concentrated, were excluded from the
beneﬁts yielded during this ﬁrst stage
of exporting traditional products.
With the establishment of the Free
Trade Zones (Zonas de Libre Comercio
- ZOLI) in 1976, the ﬁrst free export
areas are promoted.

The new strategy had negative
eﬀects on the agrarian sector because
the state’s intervention in controlling the prices by means of the Instituto Hondureño de Mercadeo Agrario
(IHMA) produced distortions in the
market of agrarian products. Thus,
the standard prices’ index for the
agrarian producer decreased by 3%
annually, causing a decline of relative
prices of more than 30%. The sector’s
production grew barely 2.6% per year,
whereas the production of traditional
products grew merely a 1.6% (BCH,
Honduras en Cifras). The large-scale
producers and the middlemen beneﬁted from the assured prices since, in
opposition to the small-scale producers, they had a better access to the purchasing and storing centres (Thorpe,
et al., 1995, 84/85). The low growth of
the agrarian gross domestic product
lead to a substantial reduction of the
sector’s income and to an increase of
rural poverty.
Credit and Rural Development

The ﬁnancing of the agrarian sector
shows a large concentration in the
agricultural and cattle export, which
absorbed up to 80% of the provided
loans, while basic grain cultures that
hold over 20% of the agricultural
production received only 11.6% of the
loan portfolio.

Table 1.2: Destination of Agricultural Borrowing
(in percentage of total borrowing)
Culture

1970

1975

1980

1989

Average

Basic
Grains

9.6

16.5

13.1

9.9

11,6

Agric.
Exports

37.6

29.8

51.8

32.9

38,0

Cattle

43.9

41.8

24.9

41.7

38,1

Other

8.9

11.9

10.2

15.5

11,6

Source: Wattel, C., et al. (1994): Financiamiento rural alternativo
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lead to a decrease in the proﬁtability of
crop cultivation and livestock breeding activities, a contraction of the
economies in rural areas, and to an
increase in rural poverty.

In Honduras, the coverage of bank
ﬁnancing for the basic grain sector
was the lowest in Central America for
the last four decades, despite the fact
that in this same period its economy
had the highest level of monetization.
This led to an increase in informal
usury lending (Wattel, pg. 28/29). The
functions of credit as a tool for development were often misinterpreted in
that period. International institutions
gave priority to the aspects of proﬁtability and ﬁnanced export-related
activities, while governmental institutions ignored the situation of subsistence agriculture, granting implicit
subsidies to the large-scale agricultural
sector.

During this period, the management of the forests by COHDEFOR
showed no eﬀect in the prevention of
deforestation: between 1964 and 1986,
almost two million hectares of forests
were destroyed due to the felling of
trees and to ﬁres, as well as due to the
smuggling of the timber companies
(Gobierno de Honduras, 1992).
Industrialization and Urban Development

New labour possibilities were
created, when the agricultural goods
destined for export were expanded.
However, this development did not
lead to the integration of the various segments of the national market
(Morazán, 1992, pg. 90 ﬀ). The migration of the rural population to urban
centres contributed to the growth
of the latter (Table 1.3) and to the
increase of urban poverty, since the
cities’ labour markets were not able
to absorb the newcomers. During the
period of import substitution, the
urban population increased at a great
pace: from a total of 168.507 in 1950
to more than 420.799 in 1967.This
population was concentrated in the
two main cities, Tegucigalpa and San
Pedro (Sula), where poverty as well as
informal employment also increased
in greater proportions.

Institutional Aspects

The State controlled the process
of import substitution. On the one
hand, the intervention consisted in a
direct control of strategic resources
by the Corporación Hondureña de
Desarrollo Forestal (COHDEFOR)
for the forest sector, by the Instituto
Nacional Agrario (INA) for the agricultural sector, by the Banco Nacional
de Desarrollo Agrario (BANADESA)
that provided agrarian credit, etc. A
very important government intervention was the commercialization
of agrarian products destined for
national consumption, products that
originated mostly from small and
medium-size enterprises. On the other
hand, the government ﬁxed the prices
and monopolized the commercialization within the internal market. This

Table 1.3: Urban Population Growth in the Main Cities
City

1950

1961

1967

Absolute

%

Absolute

%

Absolute

%

Tegucigalpa

72 385

42.9

134 075

44.8

188 044

44.7

San Pedro Sula

21 139

12.5

58 632

19.6

102 182

24.3

Others

74 983

44.6

106 366

35.6

130 573

31.0

Total

168 507

100

299 073

100

420 799

100

Source: Murga Frassinetti (1975)
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persons. Altogether, the textile sector
absorbed only 39% of the industrial
work force, whereas the handicraft
sector employed 61%, with a much
lower labour productivity (see Murga
Frassinetti, 1975, pg. 76).

The import substitution strategy
stimulated a certain industrial growth,
especially between 1960 and 1975.
However, this industrial growth was
not able to absorb the expanding
work forces available. It was highly
concentrated and orientated to the
creation of oligopolistic industrialization structures. As a consequence,
the end the multinational companies
which had the market in their hands
derived more beneﬁts from this situation than the young, local, infant
industries which had little expansion
possibilities. In 1968, there were just
498 industrial establishments in Honduras that employed an average of 42

It is important to point out that this
process lead to the rise of the so-called
informal urban sector. As low levels
of industrialization in the cities and
low export rates hindered the absorption of the population migrating from
the rural to the urban areas, informal
occupations emerged, particularly in
the two largest cities of the country:
Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula.

Table 1.4: Honduras: Industrial Employment, Production and
Productivity according to Factory Strata
Industrial GDP (1.000
C.A. pesos of 1970)

1962

Industrial employment
(1.000 employees)

Total Factory

Craft

Total

Factory

57,5

34,4

23,1

44,9

15,3

29,6

Productivity
(C.A. pesos of 1970)

Craft Total

Factory

Craft

1.281

2.248

780

1968

92,3

65,6

26,7

57,3

20,9

36,4

1.611

3.139

734

1975

133,3

112,0

21,3

78,7

36,8

41,9

1.694

3.043

508

Source: PREALC (1986)

Underemployment, Income and Poverty in the
Urban Sector

According to PREALC’s deﬁnition,
on the one hand underemployment
involves a lack of opportunities to
get a full-time job, on the other hand
those serving a full labour week do
not obtain suﬃcient income so as to
satisfy their basic needs.
By the year 1982, the Informal Urban Sector (IUS) was employing more
than a third of the people occupied in
urban areas in Honduras. The major
problems of small-scale producers and
merchants of the IUS in Honduras are
related to their possibilities of obtaining the resources required for the
production (credits, training, equipment and raw materials), to the level
of demand of their products and to the
legislation (PREALC, 1986).

1.3 First Structural Reforms

Within the decades of the 70’s and
the 80’s, the ﬁrst clear symptoms of the
emerging crisis of the import substitution strategy, in which the state is the
principal investor, began to arise. The
economy and agriculture in Honduras
suﬀered from a major crisis in the 80’s.
With an average growth rate of 9% in
the 70’s, the agricultural sector grew
only by 0.6% during the ﬁrst half of
the 80’s. Goods’ and services’ exports
decreased by 0.7% within the same
period, although they had previously
experienced an average growth of
9.8% by the end of the 70’s (Banco
Central de Honduras). One of the major causes of this crisis was the ﬂuctuation of coﬀee and banana prices, the
main export products of the Honduran economy until then.
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However, many reforms were postponed because of the political crisis
that was aﬄicting the Central American region (INTERFOROS, 2001,
29). It was not until the beginning of
the nineties that Honduras entered a
process of structural reforms, starting
in 1992 with the devaluation of the
Lempira, the beginning of privatization and liberalization of trade and
ﬁnances. Still, for the elaboration
of future strategies, criticism to the
model of import substitution must be
diﬀerentiated in order to identify and
take into account its consequences.
Historically, it is important to keep in
mind that the protection strategy of
infant industries was successfully applied by all developed countries in Europe and in Asia. In both continents,
profound land reforms led to the
expansion of the internal market. In
contrast, although land reforms are a
prerequisite to the import substitution
strategy, none have been implemented
in Honduras.

in order to address the failure of public
intervention policies in previous years.
Simultaneously, the main traditional
product, coﬀee, suﬀered due to the
ups and downs of world market prices:
alone in 1992, the losses of coﬀee
producers amounted to 21% due to
the fall in prices. With regard to the
elaboration of the Norton Law and the
processes of its implementation, the
following conclusions can be drawn:
 There is no ownership as the
Norton Law was elaborated
almost exclusively by USAID,
with the IMF, WB and IADB
approving of it. The government lacked human resources
with suﬃcient expertise to
adequately intervene and bring
in its own stances.




In the Agricultural Sector:

In economies such as Honduras,
two fundamental hypotheses explain
the stagnation of the agricultural
sector: i) the lack of incentives for
the agricultural producers and ii) the
insecurity of ownership and tenure
of land (POSCAE/UNAH, 83). The
Agrarian Modernisation Law passed
in 1992 (known as the Norton Law
after the name of its creator who was
commissioned by USAID) stopped the
attempt of redistribution through land
reform. This aimed at solving one of
the problems of the agricultural sector: insuﬃcient agricultural production; but at the same time, it consolidates the other big problem: inequality
in rural areas.
According to the Norton Law, an
accelerated liberalization of the sector
that prioritises export-oriented largescale production against small-scale
production of basic grains was applied,



There were severe clashes of
interests between the diﬀerent
governmental institutions and
hardly any discussion between
them on the impact of this law.
FENAGH (the organisation of
the large-scale land and cattle
owners) generally supported
the law.
The peasants, traditionally well
organised but highly divided,
reacted in diﬀerent ways: one
group of peasant organisations
(CNTC, ACAN, ANACH)
utterly refused the so-called
agrarian agreement while others expressed their support
(COCOCH, CONCADH).

Finance

Historically, the ﬁnancial system
in Honduras has been highly regulated. Simultaneously, the liberalization of exchange rates and interest
rates took place in 1992 without the
establishment of an adequate institutional structure. The market rate
rose from 17% to 28% in the space of
a year while savings rates remained
wedged at around 9% (Thorpe, 1996,
230). There was only one intervention
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tool left for the Central Bank (HCB),
namely the adjustment of the “encaje
legal” (a form of reserve requirement)1,
which turned out to be little eﬀective,
since banks created ﬁnancial entities
that escaped the HCB’s control. By the
end of 1995, over 20% of the money
supply (M2) was handled by illegal
ﬁnancial entities controlled by private
banks. It was not until well into the
mid-nineties that eﬀorts were made to
create regulating bodies in agreement
with private banks. However, this did
not prevent the collapse of the ﬁnancial system (Evans, T., pg. 41).
On the other hand, both, the
World Bank and the IDB, pushed
strongly for the privatization of the
Agrarian National Development Bank
(BANADESA), whose portfolio had
deteriorated due to defaulting borrowings mainly of the large credits by
large-scale producers. This aﬀects also
small credits to the agrarian sector.
With the reduction of the legal reserve
ratio agreed upon by the banks, much
of the lending is directed towards the
imports of consumption goods, which
produces the highest proﬁts, while the
agricultural sector suﬀers from the
lack of access to credits and ﬁnancing.

1.4 General Relationship between
Growth, Poverty and Inequality

The economic growth stimulated
by the import substitution strategy
did not reduce the social inequality
though it slightly reduced poverty. Instead of promoting cross-sector linkages, it led to a broader gap between
the urban and the rural area. Internal
markets fell apart instead of getting
integrated and the overprotected
industrial sector yielded beneﬁts for
the upper and middle income groups
associated with transnational capital,
creating oligopolistic markets. Using
cheap lending policies, the government granted much of the beneﬁts
and privileges to large-scale farmers,
thus further widening the gap between
large commercial and small peasant
agriculture (Moreno, A. 1994, pg. 12).

1
With an increasing level, the banks are compelled to put a higher amount
of deposits into the Central Bank.
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II. Analysis of Growth, its Distributional and
Poverty Impact in Honduras
Calculations of poverty and inequality indicators depend on how wealth
and well-being are deﬁned, based on
which statistical methods are applied.
Therefore it is very important to start
with an analysis of the existing ﬁgures.
One of the advances of PRSP is that
for the ﬁrst time in Honduras, oﬃcials
tried to employ a multidimensional
deﬁnition of poverty. Even though the
government’s oﬃcial assessments and
those of the international institutions
that assisted in the elaboration of the
PRSP- and PRGF-supported macroeconomic reforms oﬀer important
information about the state of poverty,
they do not explain clear enough the
issues of inequality, especially economic inequality. To specify pro-poor
growth, it is necessary to analyze
growth and its components as well as
its impact on poverty and inequality.
2.1 Poverty and Statistics in Honduras

Methods used to calculate the
poverty indicators inﬂuence the assessment of the impact of growth on
poverty and inequality. The Planning
Secretariat (SECPLAN) at the Ministry of the President of the Republic
compiles each year an analysis of
relative levels of poverty in which
households nationwide are categorized
as “below the poverty line” (broken
down into “indigent” and “poor”) and
“not poor”. Among the major indices
analysed are the prices of the basic
consumption basket (categorized by
region), an annual survey of household expenses, the proportion of total
expenditures on food in household
consumption, actual reported and
estimated unreported income, and real
income adjusted by region.

With the implementation of the
PRSP, the Unit of Technical Support
(UNAT) of the Ministry of the President, gets a more active role in the
elaboration of the assessment on poverty in Honduras. These assessments
constitute the oﬃcial ﬁgures that are
to be found in the PRSP documents
conﬁrmed by the World Bank. They
are based on the method of deﬁning a
poverty line, even though the World
Bank and UNDP also consider other
dimensions of poverty, which they
include in their methodology of the
Unsatisﬁed Basic Needs (UBN) and in
the integrated methodology.
The principal statistical base for the
methodologies is the Permanent Multipurpose Household Survey (EPHM),
carried out twice a year by the National Institute of Statistics (INEH). In
the present study, we make use of the
same statistical surveys with the only
diﬀerence that our analysis is based on
the poverty line calculated by CEPAL
(see CEPAL, 2001), rather than the
one used by the World Bank.
2.2 The Impact of Growth

Growth as per capita GDP in
Honduras during the nineties has
been very slow and erratic. Per capita
growth reached its climax in 1993 with
3,3%, while in 1994 per capita GDP
fell sharply by 4% and again in 1999
by 4,3%. Between 1991 and 2002, the
average growth rate of per capita GDP
was barely 0,3% (See PRSP, pg. 21 and
CEPAL, 2003b, cuadro 1).
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Table 2.1: Growth rate of GDP, Population and Per Capita GDP (in %)
Year

Population

GDP

Per capita GDP

1991

3,0

3,3

0,3

1992

2,9

5,6

2,6

1993

2,9

6,2

3,3

1994

2,8

-1,3

-4,0

1995

2,7

4,1

1,3

1996

2,7

3,6

0,9

1997

2,6

5,0

2,3

1998

2,5

2,9

0,3

1999

2,5

-1,9

-4,3

2000

2,4

5,0

2,5

2001

2,5

2,6

-0,7

2002

2,6

2,5

-0,8

Average

2,7

3,1

0,3

Source: PRSP (pg. 21), based on SECPLAN/DGEC ﬁgures.

In 2003, GDP growth in Honduras
was only 2,5%, which again meant a
reduction in per capita terms as the
growth rate of the population was
higher. GDP growth in Honduras was
among the lowest in Latin America,
surpassing only the growth rates in
Nicaragua and Haiti and being similar to the one in Bolivia. Growth in
Honduras is highly dependent on
external factors such as the development of the US–economy and, to a
lesser extent, on domestic investment.
Recent drops in growth rates are associated with the negative development
of the international coﬀee prices as
well as with the slow down of growth
in the US–economy (CEPAL, 2003b).
The performance of exports like coffee or maquila goods mainly depend
on the external demand which again
is related to the development in the
US and depend only marginally on
the real exchange rate. Despite some
signs of recuperation of exports in
general, those sectors that produce
for the domestic market have still not
reached a sound level. This shows that
the development of the external sector
does not show a sound repercussion

on domestic demand. This is a result
of the lack of concatenation between
both the export-oriented and the domestic market-oriented sectors of the
economy.
Gross Capital Formation

As regards the determinants of
growth during the nineties, the key
role on the demand side was played by
the Gross Capital Formation (GCF)
and exports. The GCF’s dynamism
was undoubtedly due to the signiﬁcant
growth of external capital ﬂows Honduras received in 1995, presumably
through the establishment of the ﬁrst
exporting maquilas, the opening up of
the capital account and the processes
of privatization established then. The
liberalization of capital account and
the political stability in the nineties
lead to an increase of FDI with quite
dynamic growth rates (see Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2: Honduras´ Foreign Direct and Portfolio Investment (million US-$)
Year

Total

Direct Investment

Portfolio Investment

1980

5,7

5,8

-0,1

1981

-3,9

-3,6

-0,3

1982

13,6

13,8

-0,2

1983

21,2

21,0

0,2

1984

18,6

20,5

-1,9

1985

28,7

27,5

1,2

1986

29,0

30,0

-1,0

1987

39,2

38,6

0,6

1988

48,1

48,3

-0,2

1989

51,1

51,0

0,1

1990

43,6

43,5

0,1

1991

52,2

52,1

0,1

1992

47,7

47,6

0,1

1993

52,1

52,1

0,1

1994

41,5

41,5

0,1

1995

69,4

69,4

0,1

1996

90,0

90,0

0,1

1997

127,7

127,7

0,1

1998

99,0

99,0

0,1

1999

237,3

237,3

0,1

2000

262,0

262,0

0,1

2001

195,0

195,0

0,1

1980-1990

22,6

22,3

0,1

1990-2000

19,6

19,7

0,1

1980-2000

21,1

21,0

0,1

Source: CEPAL, based on oﬃcial numbers, CEPAL, 2003a

A detailed analysis of principal
export products with destination to
the USA shows that maquila production, under a socio-economic and
geographic perspective, becomes
increasingly more important in the
economy of Honduras: the value-added contributed more than 6% of GDP
2002 (BCH, 2003), it accounted for
an average of 71.6% of gross domestic
investment between 1990 and 2001,
more than 5.5% of directly employed,
27.7% of directly dependent and
55.4% of indirect jobs related to the
economically active population are
located in the maquila. Furthermore,
more than 68.7% of Honduran exports

to the USA in the decade between
1990 and 2000 were maquila exports
(CEPAL, 2004).
Since the beginning of the 1980s,
there is both a high percentage of imports in the total supply (OT), which
shows the relatively low implementation of the strategy of Import Substituting Industrialization (ISI), and a
decrease in the share of semi-ﬁnished
goods, especially capital goods. This
is not congruent with the increase
of FDI mentioned above. This could
mean that FDI have been oriented
especially to the purchase of existing
enterprises, within the scope of the
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privatization process. It is important
to point out that the relative decline
of productive inputs was a result of
the reduction in the share of oil and
combustible imports while the import
of intermediate inputs especially for
the maquila industries might have
remained at high labels (ca. 40%).
The Worldbank states: “The fact
that in Honduras economic growth
is important for poverty reduction
does not mean that growth should be
promoted independently of redistribution. Two arguments can be made for
the role of redistribution in relationship with growth. First, higher initial
inequality may result in lower subsequent growth, and thereby in lower
poverty reduction over time. This is
in part because under high inequality,
access to credit and other resources is
concentrated in the hands of the privileged, thereby preventing the poor

from investing or protecting themselves from shocks. Second, higher
levels of inequality reduce the beneﬁts from growth for the poor. This
is because a higher initial inequality
reduces the share of the gains from
growth that goes to the poor. At the
extreme, if a single person has all the
resources, then whatever the rate of
growth, poverty will never be reduced
through growth. In other words, a
high level of inequality may reduce
(in absolute terms) the elasticity of
poverty reduction to growth. These
two arguments suggest that instead
of hampering growth, well designed
redistributive policies may promote
growth and increase the beneﬁts from
growth for the poor.” (see Worldbank,
2000). With these contradictory starting points, the question necessarily
arises: which of the two alternatives
should be followed?

Table 2.3: Honduras PRSP – Targets for Growth and Social Spending
Target

Indicator

Basic
Data

PRSP Goal

Results

2001

2001

2003

2001

2002

2003

Real GDP

GDP growth 5.0
rate

3.5

4.0

4.5

2.6

2.7

5.6

Per capita
GDP

GDP/
Population
(2000)

2.5

1.1

1.6

2.1

0.2

0.3

95% access
to potable
water and
sanitation

% of
Population
with access
to potable
water

81

82

84

86

n.a.

81.3

81.5

Social Expenditures

As % of total 44.0
expenditures (2000)

45.0

46.0

47.0

48.0

50.0

50.0

Reduce
poverty by
24 %

Poverty rate
(1999)

66.0

63.0

61.5

60.0

58.5

57.0

42.0

Extreme
poverty rate
(1999)

49.0

47.0

45.0

43.0

41.0

39.0

25.0

Source: Government of the Republic of Honduras (2003), First Progress Report.
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The economic growth rate objectives set in the PRSP - Projections for
Honduras (2001) were too ambitious,
especially if we take into account the
development of Honduran economy
so far. Similarly to most of the other
countries which agreed on the HIPCInitiative, the economic growth was
below the expected objectives (merely
2,7% in the year 2002). Due to various
diﬃculties such as the impact of the
international recession, increases in
fuel prices and the drop in key export
prices (above all coﬀee), the Government of Honduras and the World
Bank were forced to examine the goals
set for the growth rates of the GDP,
setting as the new growth rate objectives 4.0% for 2005 and 4.5% for 2006
(see Government of the Republic of
Honduras (2003)). This means that
evidently the PRSP and MEDG objectives for Honduras, most of which still
have not been reached until now, have
to be redeﬁned (see Table 2.3).

tile and clothing production). Honduras has the biggest maquila industries
in Central America. In 2003, more
than 252 enterprises operated in Honduras employing more than 105,556
people (see, BCH, 2003).

The GDP is supposed to grow at
4.5% in year 2004 and 2005, according
to what was agreed upon in the Letter
of Intend endorsed by the IMF (pg. 5).
The potential of such growth is based
on the assumed participation of Honduras in the Central American Free
Trade Area Agreement (CAFTA) with
the United States. The other side of
the coin is that, according to estimates
by IMF experts, the establishment of
the CAFTA will lead to a 200 million
Lempiras decrease in tax collection
(IMF, 2004).

Undoubtedly, the structural change
in Honduras in the last 10 years was
very modest: the participation of tradable sectors increased only marginally
(from 39.3% in 1990 to 39.8% in 2000)
due to a very small increase of the
agricultural GDP —between 19% and
20%— and a cautious increase in the
weight of the manufacturing industry
(from 16.2% in 1980 to 17.1% in 1990
and 18.7% in 2000). This last point is
probably due to the increasing signiﬁcance of exporting maquila industries,
which, apart from generating employment, have hardly any repercussions
on the national value-added. With
regard to the non-tradable, there is a
sharp increase in the relative contribution of transports and telecommunications (from 3.8% in 1980 to 4.9% in
1990 and 5.4% in 2000) as a result of
the privatization process implemented
during the nineties. Likewise, there is
a signiﬁcant increase in the contribution of ﬁnancial services (from 10.1%
in 1980 to 12.4% in 1990 and 15.4%
in 2000) coinciding with the opening up of the capital account, at the
expense of signiﬁcant reductions in
the contribution of the construction,
the commerce and the tourism sector and particularly of communal and
personal services (see Ros, J., 2004).

Growth Sectoral Effects

Exports and Remittances

The manufacturing sector in Honduras is divided into three segments:
a) food, drinks and clothing processing industries, b) industries processing the main traditional export goods
and c) the maquila industries which
expanded dramatically in the 90s but
are oriented primarily towards textile
production with little diversiﬁcation
(more than 61,5% correspond to tex-

Exports were the other dynamic
source of growth from the point of
view of aggregated demand. Table
2.4 shows the evolution of exports as
related to GDP within the last two
decades. This evolution presents clear
tendencies: Honduras saw its export
coeﬃcients diminish to 39.6% in 2000.
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Table 2.4. Honduras: The importance of the External Sector
Year

Exports/GDP

Import/GDP

(Exp.+Imp.)/GDP

1980

56,6

61,2

117,8

1981

56,8

52,9

109,7

1982

51,5

40,8

92,3

1983

52,2

42,1

94,2

1984

50,2

47,1

97,2

1985

52,2

45,8

98,0

1986

52,2

47,4

99,6

1987

50,9

46,1

97,0

1988

48,1

47,3

95,4

1989

48,1

45,6

93,7

1990

48,4

44,4

92,8

1991

46,2

45,8

92,0

1992

47,1

46,5

93,6

1993

43,5

46,5

90,0

1994

39,9

47,9

87,8

1995

43,7

48,1

91,8

1996

45,6

47,5

93,1

1997

44,0

44,6

88,6

1998

43,3

46,5

89,7

1999

39,0

49,2

88,2

2000

39,6

48,7

88,3

2001

40,1

49,1

89,2

Source: CEPAL, 2003b

A more in-depth analysis of the
export structures imposed by following the opening up of the current
account shows that the dynamic factor, especially during the nineties, is
the export of maquila companies that
produce manufactures at the expense
of the signiﬁcance of agricultural-oriented traditional exports (see Table
2.5). Honduran traditional exports
have faced decreasing exchange terms
(banana and coﬀee), but have tended
to diversify into products such as
shrimps, which did not prevent the fall
of its relative signiﬁcance. With regard
to manufactures, particularly from the
maquilas, they increased their relative
weight notably from 0% in 1990 to
28.8% in 2000, along with an increase

in the exports of mining products
(see Table 2.5).
External Debt

Honduras was declared eligible
for the HIPC-Initiative in December
1990, it reached the decision point
in July 2000 and expects to reach the
completion point in March of the year
2005. There are two factors related to
the external debt, which act as an obstacle for pro-poor growth: the enormous burden of the multilateral debt
and the unsustainable NPV of debt to
ﬁscal revenue, which, amounting up to
even 304%, is above the 200% threshold set for countries assessed as having
a medium institutional streng (see
Government of Honduras, 2004 and
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IMF/IDA, 2004). The amount of Honduras’ national external debt dated on
the 30th of September 2004 is of US$
4,767.08 millions, at the exchange rate
of the 30th of September of the same
year. Out of this amount, US$ 1,673.54
millions correspond to bilateral creditors (35.11%), US$ 3,091.03 millions
to multilateral creditors (64.84%) and
US$ 2.50 millions to private creditors.
If Honduras reaches the culmination

point in March of the year 2005, then
the multilateral debt relief would be
merely 556 millions of US$, which to
us seems insuﬃcient for reaching the
Millennium Development Goals. This
is even more aggravating considering
that countries within the HIPC-Initiative commit themselves to receive only
concessionary loans, which are scarce,
and to limit their access to other capital markets.

Table 2.5. Honduras: Structure of Exports, 1980, 1990 and 2000
(Mio. US$ at a prices of 1995)
1980

1990

2000

(in mill.
US$

%

(in mill.
US$

%

(in mill.
US$

%

21,5

2,4

3,7

0,3

653,1

31,0

-

-

-

-

605,0

28,8

-Non Maquila

21,5

2,4

3,7

0,3

48,1

2,3

Primary
Exports

677,7

76,9

1085,9

82,1

865,1

41,1

Manufactured
Exports
-Maquila

-Agricultural

624,6

70,9

104,2

75,9

806,4

38,3

-Mines

53,1

6,0

81,7

6,2

58,7

2,8

Others (Remittances)

182,1

20,7

232,7

17,6

586,1

27,9

Total

881,3

100,0

1322,3

100,0

2104,3

100,0

Source: CEPAL (2002), based of oﬃcial ﬁgures’.

With the elimination of quotas
since 1995 and the end of the Agreement on Textiles and Clothing MFA
in 2005, textile imports from Asia,
especially from China, are expected
to substantially increase their share in
US imports in the short term. Furthermore, considering that the demand of
goods from the garment industry will
also decrease in the medium term,
countries like Honduras will face a
much more intense competition on
these markets.

Factor productivity in the maquila
sector and in the non tradable sectors linked to it has increased, which
generated signiﬁcant diﬀerences of
productivity both in the modern
manufacturing export sector and in
the traditional sector of the economy
related to it. The result was the emergence of a new “enclave” sector with
high productivity and few linkages to
the rest of the domestic economy. This
has had profound impact on the income distribution, just as the recovery
of economic growth in the nineties has
had a negative impact on the poverty
indices.
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Remittances

When looking at the capital ﬂows
into the country, it is important to
consider the amount of remittances
transferred by migrant workers from
abroad. The amount of the remittances
for families received from abroad increased from US$ 94 millions in 1995
to US$ 1000 millions in 2003 (see
Table 2.7). The “export of labor force“

through international migration lead
to a considerable increase of remittances into the country. The remittances for families make up almost
50% of the country’s foreign currencyexport earnings and, according to
the estimations made in Honduras,
contribute with a 0.6% to the poverty
reduction in urban areas and with a
2.3% in rural areas (see PLATS, 2003).

Table 2.6.a Remittances for families received from abroad (millions of US$)
Year
Remittances

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

94,0

128,4

160,0

220,0

320,0

409,1

533,7

705,0

1000,0

At the same time, the government
tried to employ a nominal exchange
rate as an anchor to the US$ to control inﬂation. However, the inﬂows of
remittances and FDI put exchange rate
pressures on the domestic currency.
This could lead to considerable imbal-

ances in the external sector generating
continuous pressures towards appreciation of the real exchange rate and
by this, increasing the pressure for
structural adjustment. Hereby, income
distribution deteriorated and the purchase power of wages decreased.

Table 2.6.b Remittances and Poverty in Honduras
Households which
Nr. of Households
receive remittances
76445
Total
Non poor
12705
Poor
19407
Extremely poor
44333

Percentage
100
16,6
25,3
57,9

Source: Perdomo, 1999

Concerning the remittances, no
concrete actions have been deﬁned yet
and there still are no existing policies
that would support a sustainable usage
of the resources canalized towards the
poorest homes. It seems that the international cooperation is showing some
interest to deal with the topic.
2.3 Poverty Proﬁle and Key Correlations
of Poverty

In order to obtain comparable
results, we have used the most common method in order to estimate the
two principal indicators of income

poverty in Honduras. Calculating the
headcount (P0), the poverty gap (P1)
and the severity of poverty (P2), the
present investigation shows the results
obtained from this assesment for the
per capita income of Honduran
households listed below. This takes
into account only the income.
Estimations are based on the poverty
lines used by CEPAL:
Improvements in poverty reduction took place especially in the beginning of the 1990s while at the end of
the decade, poverty increased again
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due to the negative impact of the Hurricane Mitch. The results of the World
Bank show fewer improvements in
poverty reduction than governmental
calculations because they adjust their
ﬁgures to the under-reporting, which
is quite common in the household
surveys (e.g. some strata such as street
children generally are not included).

Thus, between 1990 and 1999, there
was little change in the poverty situation in Honduras, if the ﬁgures are
adjusted to the consumption and the
underreporting. Obviously, the statistics for the year 1999 were inﬂuenced
by the impacts of hurricane Mitch on
Honduran households.

Table 2.6.c Poverty Measures, not adjusted (in % of total population)
Extreme
Headcount Poverty
P0
Gap P1
May-1990
May-1993
Oct-1995
Sep-1996
Jun-1997
Sep-1997
May-1998
Sep-1998
May-1999
Sep-1999
May-2001
Sep-2001
May-2002
Sep-2002
March-2003
Sep-2003

65,07
52,58
62,88
60,65
58,07
59,51
59,48
56,74
60,36
57,07
42,49
49,77
45,68
47,08
48,16
45,73

35,88
25,03
37,98
30,93
29,34
33,54
34,25
32,01
34,49
33,41
21,67
27,29
23,11
25,69
25,26
21,95

Moderate
Severity
Index P2

Headcount
P0

Poverty
Gap P1

Severity
Index P2

24,06
15,16
28,46
19,64
18,73
23,72
24,74
22,90
24,84
24,45
14,06
18,46
14,92
17,47
16,57
13,54

84,80
80,42
83,67
82,40
82,87
82,50
81,85
79,88
82,13
79,74
66,34
72,27
70,21
70,48
71,66
68,03

56,47
46,90
5688
51,19
50,99
53,34
53,42
51,27
53,81
51,86
38,72
44,96
41,41
42,92
43,52
40,92

42,44
32,34
44,21
36,72
36,50
40,07
40,56
38,42
40,86
39,48
27,31
32,99
29,18
31,29
31,24
28,41

Source: SÜDWIND, author´s estimation using EPHPM surveys and CEPAL poverty lines

As it can be seen, the poverty
reduction here appears in higher
proportions than the calculations
made by the government. The levels
of poverty are considerably higher in
our calculations: in 1990, the index
of moderate poverty was 84,1% and
65,1% for extreme poverty respectively. In 1999, about 80% of the population was aﬀected by poverty and
not only 48,7% as estimated by the
government of Honduras. Such differences are partly due to the poverty
lines used as the basis for calculations
as well as to possible statistical errors
of the EPHPM in initial years, which
were reduced in more recent years due
to a better application of the techniques of data collection.

When no adjustments are made
for under-reporting of income in
the surveys, poverty appears to have
decreased by about 16% percentage points between 1990 and 2003.
However, if necessary adjustments
are made that bring the results of the
survey closer to the levels of income
indicators in the national accounts,
especially by the Central Bank, then
the results are not at all that spectacular. World Bank assessments show that
there was almost no decrease in poverty from 1991 to 1999, when the levels of income in the surveys are scaled
up to reﬂect the per capita GDP in the
national accounts (Worlbank, ii).
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Table 2.7. Welfare Ratios and Poverty Measures, National

W

NON ADJUSTED

NON ADJUSTED

ADJUSTED TO CONSUMOTION

ADJUSTED TO CONSUMOTION

Extreme

Moderate

Extreme

Moderate

P0

P1

P2

W

P0

P1

P2

W

P0

P1

P2

W

P0

P1

P2

LABOR INCOME
May-90

1.94

49.09 26.20 18.26

1.15 68.13 39.86

28.45 2.84 35.56 18.54 13.25 1.68 54.81 29.65 20.67

Sep-90

1.96

49.71 26.42 18.13

1.16 69.29 40.28

28.59 2.83 37.09 18.75 12.97 1.68 55.56 30.20 20.86

May-91

1.89

45.09 22.53 15.32

1.12 66.87 36.56

25.09 2.70 31.05 15.79 11.16 1.60 52.93 26.55 17.97

Sep-91

1.94

46.53 23.06 15.57

1.15 67.51 37.11

25.56 2.55 35.22 17.47 12.07 1.51 55.99 29.32 19.80

Mar-92

2.13

39.77 19.43 12.99

1.26 62.44 32.67

21.92 2.78 30.26 14.56 10.07 1.65 50.34 25.24 16.76

Sep-92

2.26

40.71 20.90 14.38

1.34 60.51 33.29

23.08 2.71 34.27 17.57 12.17 1.61 53.70 28.42 19.54

Mar-93

2.57

34.62 16.70 11.47

1.52 56.24 28.74

19.17 2.76 31.41 15.45 10.75 1.64 53.34 26.79 17.82

Oct-94

2.53

36.73 18.28 12.40

1.50 58.04 30.19

20.46 2.74 33.56 16.85 11.51 1.62 54.62 28.05 18.97

Mar-95

2.62

36.59 17.93 12.11

1.55 56.20 29.62

20.10 2.52 37.68 18.67 12.57 1.49 57.61 30.67 20.86

Oct-95

2.59

37.76 19.84 13.67

1.53 55.31 30.93

21.69 2.36 41.20 21.51 14.84 1.40 59.40 33.22 23.41

Mar-96

2.44

39.23 20.54 14.20

1.45 59.04 32.44

22.63 2.44 39.23 20.50 14.17 1.45 58.98 32.39 22.59

Sep-96

2.27

38.65 18.03 11.69

1.35 59.39 30.93

20.46 2.48 35.00 16.32 10.65 1.47 56.20 28.50 18.70

Jun-97

2.56

33.69 17.06 11.64

1.52 53.40 28.24

19.18 2.59 33.33 16.86 11.51 1.54 53.07 27.94 18.96

Mar-98

2.81

35.32 19.71 14.54

1.67 52.49 29.62

21.43 2.75 35.85 20.05 14.76 1.63 53.57 30.12 21.79

Sep-98

2.60

36.08 19.82 14.47

1.55 53.64 30.26

21.68 2.57 36.27 20.01 14.60 1.53 54.08 30.54 21.89

Mar-99

2.53

37.72 20.69 15.04

1.50 55.79 31.34

22.53 2.51 37.81 20.86 15.15 1.49 56.15 31.59 22.71

ALL INCOME SOURCES
Jun-97

2.85

29.49 13.00

7.73

1.69 49.44 24.40

15.17 2.88 29.21 12.80

7.60

1.71 49.07 23.89 14.95

Mar-98

3.18

30.93 15.69 10.59

1.88 47.72 25.33

17.34 3.11 31.44 16.02 10.82 1.84 48.83 25.82 17.69

Sep-98

2.97

31.88 15.77 10.52

1.76 49.08 26.08

17.63 2.93 32.19 15.96 10.65 1.74 49.48 26.35 17.83

Mar-99

2.86

32.60 16.11 10.73

1.70 50.92 26.61

17.97 2.83 32.70 16.27 10.84 1.68 51.18 26.85 18.15

Source: Worldbank estimation using EPHPM.

Everything seems to indicate that
the relative poverty reduction indicated in the data collection of this period
is due rather to politics of social promotion (FHIS) than to direct eﬀects of
growth.
2.4 Poverty and Inequality

Inequality, measured as per capita
income, has been prolonged by the
new economic model of growth in
the 1990s and in the beginning of the
present century. Honduras is a country
with high levels of poverty and low
indices of economic growth. Therefore,
one intuitively reaches the conclusion
that to focus on economic growth automatically reduce poverty. This alluring
conclusion made many institutions

of international cooperation lead to
underestimate the other aspect that
determines poverty: namely inequality.
The World Bank also considers
growth in Honduras to be more important than redistribution, in order
to overcome poverty: “Still, while
poverty depends on both the available
pool of income in an economy and
on the distribution of this pool in the
population, it should be emphasized
that in a country as poor as Honduras, growth is more important than
redistribution (even if redistribution
can help for growth). This point has
been made in many studies, including a report by IPEA (1999), and in
the I-PRSP of the GRH” (WB, 2000).
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Given the fact that Honduras is among
the Latin American countries with the
highest rates of inequality, it is still to
be assessed what direct implications
the growth-oriented concepts actually
have on poverty reduction.

ity, which has neutralised the eﬀects
of the accompanying social policies.
With the use the three most common
indices of inequality for measuring
and calculating, with the help of the
program Distributive Analysis of the
University of Laval in Canada. It can
be observed that the bias towards
inequality tends to stay constant when
the Gini-Index is used, which maintains a sensibility to the distribution
on the upper income.

This tendency can be observed
using the three measures of inequality – Gini, Atkinson and Thiel. It is
also seen that foreign trade and other
structural adjustment reforms have
even had negative eﬀects on inequalTable 2.8. Inequality Measures, National, Urban and Rural
NATIONAL

URBAN

RURAL

Year

Gini

Atkinson

Theil

Gini

Atkinson

Theil

Gini

Atkinson

Theil

1990

60,82

61,58

82,09

57,02

61,31

71,85

56,33

54,22

71,38

1991

56,71

58,75

68,5

54,91

62,22

58,83

52,11

50,78

66,39

1992

56,71

57,68

62,89

53,9

59,26

55,4

51,35

49,06

51

1993

56,36

58,01

67,38

52,08

56,7

52,06

51,56

52,33

59,48

1994

57,12

56,89

65,27

54,22

55,11

58,75

55,95

54,28

62,26

1995

58,24

58,6

70,76

52,54

53,99

56,8

58,93

56,46

80,38

1996

54,65

52,88

61,79

51,41

54,3

54,86

50,31

44,64

52,81

1997

55,32

55,51

62,22

51,64

55,34

53,29

53,92

51,26

62,59

1998

57,2

61,82

63,36

50,26

50,67

47,45

57,3

63,36

67,85

1999

57,76

61,97

64,15

52,05

53,94

51,25

55,23

60,41

58,95

Source: SÜDWIND, using EPHPM surveys.

What is more alarming from the
social point of view is that the Atkinson index tends to grow, especially
in the last years. This could be an
indicator that inequality has grown
at the lower level of income distribution. This implies an aggravation of
the people’s condition regarding the
conditions of chronic poorness.
Other analyses that are based on
labour income come to the same
conclusions (see Cuesta, Sánchez).
These conclusions correspond to our
calculations. Neither economic reforms, the introduced changes in the
composition of the qualiﬁcations nor
the export “successes” of the export
production zone (maquila) have succeeded in the compensation of the aggravation of the incomes as a product
of the external shocks and natural

catastrophes like Hurricane Mitch and
eﬀects of El Niño.
Statistical evidence shows that
poverty aﬀects especially those households that are headed by women. This
is due to the fact that women’s work is
paid generally less than men’s work, as
well as to the fact that – apart from the
maquilas – there is little work available
for women at all. With regard to the
satisfaction of basic needs, calculations for the following indicators have
been made: water, sanitation, and
electricity.
References to basic needs in services and infrastructure also show that
the incidence of poverty is higher in
rural than in urban areas. Because
services are provided by networks
(water and electricity) that function
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better in cities, many middle-income
households in rural areas have less
access to these services than poor
households in urban areas.
The relation between growth and
poverty also depends on the poverty
assessment method. Generally, the
welfare method is used either through
per capita income or expenditure.
Limitations of this method are well
known, given the fact that it does not
provide enough information on public
goods and non-tradable goods such as
security, freedom, health, peace, etc.
(see Duclos, 2001). For this reason,
it is necessary to bear in mind the
multidimensional aspects of poverty,
especially when relating it to growth.
When talking about the direct
eﬀects of growth on poverty, it is
insuﬃcient to take into account only
the headcount index as an average at
the national level, as it has the same
limitations as the welfare method for
measuring poverty, especially in Honduras with its high level of inequality. Oﬃcial World Bank calculations
come to the conclusion that a 1% of
economic growth without changing
inequality (measured through the Gini
Coeﬃcient) would actually lead to a
–0.93% for extreme poverty and to a
–0.65% for moderate poverty of the
Headcount index for Honduras. At the
national level, the elasticity of poverty
reduction in relation to growth is very
small, as a per capita income increase
of 1% (i.e. growth of 1%) would contribute to a reduction in poverty and
extreme poverty of 0.5%.
In order to adopt an adequate
policy, the concept on the measuring of poverty and growth needs to
be altered. The basic needs calculation constitutes an improvement in
this context (see Basic Infrastructure,
Table 3.1a). Even more complete is the
calculation related to functionalities
and basic capabilities as proposed by

Sen (Sen, A., 1997). There is a close
relation between this method and the
one based on Basic Needs, and precisely for this reason, it is important to
highlight the diﬀerences (Duclos).
Table 2.9. National Poverty Lines*
(Lempiras per month per person)
Extreme poverty Moderate poverty
line
line
1990
1993
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2001
2001
2003

95,21
169,00
279,72
346,29
416,59
473,66
528,61
643,66
693,22
746,60

190,42
338,00
559,44
692,58
833,18
947,32
1057,22
1287,32
1386,44
1493,21

Source: author’s estimation using CEPAL and
Honduras Central Bank Data.

Concerning the relationship between trade liberalization and reduction of poverty and extreme poverty,
it seems that in the case of Honduras there is a lack of solid empirical
evidence to sustain the thesis that
liberalization has only positive impacts on poverty reduction. Therefore,
it is opportune to consider the thesis
that “There is neither theoretical nor
empirical support for a positive causal
relationship between trade liberalization and reductions in absolute poverty.
However, it is argued that trying to
design trade liberalization strategies
with the aim of reducing absolute
poverty is not a sensible policy objective. Rather, designing a trade liberalization program and establishing the
conditions for poor people to maximise
their participation in economic growth
should be separate, but complementary,
objectives.” (Duncan, R. and Quang,
D. (2003)). This aspect has special
relevance if one really wants to reach a
change in the discussion about PPG.
Both the debt reduction initiative
(HIPC) and the poverty reduction
strategies (PRSP) related to it have
not yet succeeded in meeting up to
*The national Poverty lines are estimated as a population
weighted average from urban and rural poverty lines using
inﬂation rates.
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the expectations. The Government
of Honduras states in the last PRSP
document: “We may conclude, therefore, that the original document was
too optimistic with respect to the
programming and implementation of
new programs and projects. Projected
execution rates for preexisting projects
were set at 100% of the budget, without applying any factor for underimplementation (even though ﬁnancial
programming normally projects no
more than 80% implementation rate
for capital programs). Furthermore,
the original document was not approved until late 2001, when it was
unlikely that new investments would
be concretized for that year. Nonetheless, US$34 million in new programs
and projects (non-HIPC) were proposed for 2001. Moreover, 2002 was
the ﬁrst year of a new governmental
administration and the corresponding
process of installing and orienting new
directors of the institutions responsible for program implementation made
it a diﬃcult time to initiate new programs” (see PRSP, Honduras, 2004).
To a great extent, the non-performance of the targets is due to the lack
of good governance, although international cooperation had its shortcomings in this respect as well. With
regard to reconstruction after the Hurricane Mitch, disbursements from international cooperation were relatively
slow. Only a third of what was agreed
had been disbursed by the end of 1999
(US$ 492 million). The decision of
granting the country a moratorium
on external debt payments did not
culminate in a substantial cancellation
of the debt. For this reason, new debt
relief negotiations are necessary. This
relief should go beyond the current
HIPC conditions for Honduras and
imply a more signiﬁcant multilateral
debt reduction so that the debt burden
is reduced (net present value) to less
than 25% of GDP already in 2005,
rather than only 29% by 2006, as pro-

posed by the IMF. IMF conditionalities, which demanded a freezing of the
already very low teachers’ and health
workers’ salaries in order to reduce
public expenditure, contradicted the
targets established by the PRSP.
In particular small rural producers,
who are in fact the largest group of
the poor in Honduras, face a serious
threat to their survival. Until now,
only vague formulations exist “that the
Government has plans to review, with
the support of the IDA, the impact
CAFTA could have on the poorest and
most vulnerable social groups so as to
be able to design compensatory and
proper actions” (see Letter of Intents,
10). Subsidies for the American agricultural sector are still high and lead
to reductions of real prices. Honduras
will suﬀer a loss of 6.7% in relation
to the GDP of a 10-year period when
import duties for USA products are
eliminated. Until scarcely ﬁve years
ago, import duties in Honduras
counted for over 35% of total tributary
income, as compared to only 5% today, according to what has been made
public by the DEI (Dirección Ejecutiva
de Ingresos) authorities.
Moreover, the PRSP Document
does not mention the high risks for
the “maquila” industry due to the expiration of the Multiﬁbre Agreement
within the framework of the WTO
that was granting quotas for textile
exports from the “maquila” industry.
Although tax collection reform
is adressed, no concrete goals for tax
income from the “maquila” industry
are stipulated. The government knows
about at least 1600 cases of tax law
breaking. It is also necessary to mention the impunity of ﬁnancial crimes
related to bank ﬁnancial defaults that
cost the State more than US$ 20
million, which could have been
employed for the funding of poverty
reduction programs.
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III. Factors Affecting Participation of the
Poor in Growth
3.1 Introduction

Some serious restrictions arise
with the necessity of reducing public
expenditure, to the detriment of the
education and health services that
strongly need improvements. Considering these diﬃculties, there is a permanent conﬂict between the austerity
measures requested by the IMF on the
one side, and the poverty reduction
policies included in the PRSP, on the
other. The Government in Honduras is
confronted with the protest of primary
and secondary school teachers, who
demand an increase of their salaries
that would guarantee the minimum
subsistence level for persons employed
in the educational and health system.

Undoubtedly, one of the most
important manifestations of poverty is
the scarce access to basic social services such as education, health, housing and other important services like
water, energy, job security and old age
pension. The strategic emphasis deﬁned in the PRSP in Honduras reverts
to improving the quality of those basic
services. In fact, these documents
deﬁne as their objectives improved
access to education and health for the
poor, both in quantity and in quality.
The same objectives have also been
brought forward by Civil Society
Organisations (see INTERFORORS
and FOSDEH). Nevertheless, although
there is agreement on these general
objectives, there are important differences in the approaches of how to
achieve them. The controversial points
refer to the following aspects:
 Strenghtening the governmental role in supplying basic
services


Budgetary policy



The role of the private sector





3.2 Unsatisﬁed Basic Needs (UBN)

Income is only one dimension of
poverty that results from the lack of
capability to satisfy needs by means
of income. However, it is important
to also analyse poverty with regard to
the lack of capability to satisfy a set
of material basic needs, among which
one may ﬁnd housing, drinking water
and basic sanitation services (disposal
of human wastes) as well as access to
education and health services.

The deﬁnition of eﬃciency for
the supply of those services
The reduction of foreign debt
service.

Table 3.1a. Trend in unsatisﬁed basic needs,
share of households, 1990 to 1997
National

Urban

Rural

1990 1993 1997 1990 1993 1997 1990 1993 1997
No unsatisﬁed basic needs

33

47

53

50

57

65

20

38

42

One unsatisﬁed basic needs

25

28

26

24

23

22

26

32

29

Two unsatisﬁed basic needs

20

15

13

13

11

8

26

19

18

Three or more

22

10

8

13

9

5

28

11

11

Source: World Bank, 2000 and GRH (2000)
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With regard to drinking water, in
urban areas, the need is considered
unsatisﬁed when the liquid was not
obtained through tubes or pipes inside
the house, when it is obtained through
tubes or pipes outside the house but
inside the building or is extracted
from a well. In rural areas, the need
is considered unsatisﬁed when water
is obtained through delivery lorries,
wagons, “pipa”, “ojo de agua”, rivers
creeks, gorges, lakes, springs or rain.

The quality of housing is judged in
the census of households on the basis
of the materials used for its construction. Generally, the need is considered
unsatisﬁed if the house is “provisional”. In urban and rural areas, this
category includes houses, built directly
on the ground with no ﬂoor, as well as
those constructed with disposable or
inadequate material.

Table 3.1b. Access to Water by Income Group (Deciles), Urban/Rural, 2003
Income decile

1

2

3

4

Access to water

87,2

89,9

93,6

89,8

None

12,1

10,1

6,4

10,2

5

6

7

8

9

10

Urban areas
93,1

95,4

96,8

97,0

96,8

99,1

6,9

4,6

3,1

3,0

3,2

0,9

Rural areas
Access to water

68,9

62,6

68,0

67,3

69,0

70,4

71,4

71,3

74,3

82,3

None

31,1

37,4

32,0

32,7

31,0

29,6

28,6

28,7

25,7

27,7

Source: SÜDWIND, using EPHPM, 2003

that this last option was excluded for
urban areas, i.e. the use of latrines here
are considered as a lack of satisfaction
of the need.

Regarding basic sanitation, the
need is considered unsatisﬁed if the
house lacks sanitary services or the
system is other than sewerage, septic
tank or latrine. It is important to stress

Table 3.2. Access to Electricity by Income Group (Deciles), Urban/Rural, 2003
Income decile

1

2

3

4

Electricity

82,6

86,3

92,8

94,7

None

17,4

13,7

7,2

5,3

5

6

7

8

9

10

Urban areas
96,9

97,3

98

97,4

98,0

98,5

3,1

2,7

2,0

2,6

2,1

1,5

Rural areas
Electicity

21,1

18,2

22,0

31,4

34,8

34,5

33,6

40,9

46,6

49,5

None

78,9

81,8

78,0

68,6

65,2

65,5

66,4

53,4

50,5

27,7

Source: SÜDWIND, using EPHPM, 2003

Electricity availability. According
to some estimations, the availability of
electric energy is seen as a basic need.
As all used household surveys include
related information, the levels of nonsatisfaction were quantiﬁed.
Moreover, it is important to identify other factors aﬀecting the participation of the poor in growth that are related both to capital accumulation and

factor productivity. Instead of overcoming current disparities, economic
reforms seem to have consolidated the
structural heterogeneity between the
“modern” and the “traditional” sector
of the economy: between urban and
rural areas, between the export- and
national-oriented sectors, and between coastal (ports and large cities)
and inland regions.
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Table 3.3. Access to Sanitary Installations by Income Group
(Deciles), Urban/Rural, 2003
Income decile

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Urban areas
Toilet

46,6

50,4

57,7

63,5

69,4

75,6

79,0

80,8

89,0

93,8

Latrine

53,4

49,6

42,3

36,5

30,6

24,4

21,0

19,2

11,0

6,2

Toilet

9,7

10,9

11,6

14,0

19,0

14,7

21,6

18,6

26,4

24,7

Latrine

90,3

89,1

88,4

86,0

81,0

85,3

78,4

81,4

73,6

75,3

Rural areas

Source: SÜDWIND, using EPHPM, 2003

3.3 Participation of the Poor in Rural
Development
Exports (traditional and non-traditional)

Economic reforms, applied since
1992 onwards, attained a consolidation of the non-traditional export
sector, slightly overcoming the excessive dependence on banana and coﬀee
exports. However, agricultural exports
remain volatile and have suﬀered a
deterioration of their international
competitiveness. This has impacts on
real occupational and income levels
of the population involved in agricultural activities. In fact, the agricultural
export sector shows capacity for the
absorption of labour force that subsistence agriculture can only obtain
at peak times. Although it is true that
unemployment is relatively low, it is
necessary to contrast it with the high
under- and misemployment in order
to get an idea of labour market eﬀects
on agricultural occupation.
Liberalization encountered the
small- and medium-sized rural producers unprotected against the import
of often-subsidised foreign agricultural goods. Their lack of competitiveness could not be balanced since there
never existed any assistance policy for
their production from the part of the
state. As small-sized farmers depend
on subsistence agriculture, their
expulsion from the market is accompanied by the deterioration of food
security and sovereignty and the loss
of access to land.

Another negative aspect of current
macro economic policies is that they
give preference to agricultural export,
to the detriment of the production of
goods necessary for food security. Although there have been timid attempts
to promote the production of basic
grains through the creation of the
Fondo Nacional de Garantías (National
Fund of Guarantees), results are not
satisfactory. Once again, producers
with higher ﬁnancial resources have
been the principal beneﬁciaries of
such measures. Originally, they were
aimed at funding up to 70% of grains’
production and commercialisation.
Self-supply Agriculture and Participation of the
Rural Poor on the Labour Market

In the agrarian sector, wage income
represents scarcely a third of total
income. This means that rural areas
have a larger number of self-employed
and unpaid family workers (IPRSP,
26). Moreover, it has been observed
that the population involved in the
agricultural sector has not managed to
improve substantially their access to
basic services in health and education.
According to a typology elaborated
on the basis of the agrarian census of
1993 (Baumeister 1996), more than
64% of rural farms work without paid
staﬀ. These farms own more than a
third of the rural land. The farmers
without or with little land are partly
workers who temporarily receive
wages, and partly self-suﬃcient rural
producers. Almost 70% of small pro-
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ducers are forced to look for sources
of income by selling their labour force,
which tends to be in the modern
agrarian sector or in the urban informal sector because their own farms
are too small and little productive due
to bad soil quality.
Because of low education, their
strategy consists in incorporating as
many family members as possible in
the labour market. Employment of
women increased by 6.5% every year
between 1989-1997 while employment
of men only increased by 3.6%. Propoor growth is therefore confronted
with the challenge of oﬀering work
opportunities to these farmers depending on additional wage income, if
it is not possible to raise their access to
land. (It would be interesting to make
a gender-related comparison based on
the enquiries on job seeking).
Food security, for the majority of
small producers, can only be achieved
through self-supply. There are two
basic grains that are cultivated by the
poor peasants: corn and beans. Generally, they use primitive technologies
that do not require high investments,
because the have no access to credits
(Baumeister, 1996).
Ecological Vulnerability and Sustainable
Agriculture

In Honduras, there exist excellent
experiences in sustainable agriculture with small producers, but, due
to lack of funding and institutional
support, it has not yet been possible
to successfully transfer them into
other regions with low soil productivity. These schemes have been almost
exclusively applied by private development organisations with scarce capital
resources. One essential recommendation therefore is to increasingly
enhance this type of agriculture within
DICTA (Dirección de Ciencia y Tecnología Agropecuaria)2. Nonetheless,
it is important to stress that the Mitch
2

Science and Agricultural Technology Direction.

Hurricane clearly showed that also
this type of agriculture can suﬀer the
eﬀects of the ecological vulnerability
caused by the degradation of forest resources at the national level and by the
greenhouse eﬀect at the global one.
Access to Land and Participation on the Land
Property Markets

The land market is hampered by
the lack of legally recognized tenures
and policies meant to promote legal
land transactions. One factor of big
incidence is the lack of will of the big
landowners to commercialise their fallow but highly fertile land.
Especially between small and
medium sized farmers, there exists an
informal land marked without legal
titles. Studies show that the informal
land market (especially state-owned
properties) is more common between
premises of less than 10 hectares. The
poorest farmers without credit access
are more and more constrained to sell
their land. According to estimations,
the commercialisation of land within
the framework of the Norton Law
tends to force small producers to oﬀer
their labour force by eliminating the
little land they own and to raise the capacity of the medium scale producers
while the big land owners do not actively participate in the informal land
market (Salgado, R. in Baumeister,
1996).
The poor access to land is evident
in the lack of land property titles. The
policy followed by the government
and the US-AID within the framework
of the Norton Law has consisted in
titling lands for a reduced number of
small producers (Land Titling Project
for the Small Producers) (Moreno. A.,
1994). According to this law, the acquisition of land should be left to the
mechanisms of the market (Art. 69)
without the intervention of the State.
After many years of being in force, the
judgements about its impact diﬀer a
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lot (World Bank, 2000). According to
some surveys’ data, there has been no
improvement neither in credit nor in
technology access through the titling
(see UNDP, 1998). This is due to the
macroeconomic limitations of the
structural adjustment, particularly
the money supply and the liberalization and deregulation of the ﬁnancial
system. The rural microcredit banking
system (‘cajas rurales’), despite being a
good tool, cannot counterbalance the
risks of economic liberalization aﬀecting small producers.
3.4 Participation of the Poor on the Urban
Labour Market
Labour and Labour Productivity

Firstly, the average productivity of
a Honduran worker is not more than
US$ 4,800 ($PPP) per year, which is
lower than the average productivity in
Latin America (11,000 US$) (s. IPRSP,
2000). Given that this is a very low

productivity, it is necessary to look at
the two determinants: the quality of
the work force (skills) and the quality of the jobs. In contrast to other
authors, we consider that the main
determinant of labour productivity is
the level of education.
Changes in the Occupational and Employment
Structure

Secondly, it should be considered
whether the export-oriented strategy
led to changes in the skill level in the
diﬀerent productive sectors. Table 4
shows that with the exception of the
post-Mitch period, Honduran labour
force has rapidly increased along
the nineties, undoubtedly as a result
of demographic growth and the
oppressing poverty conditions.
As a product of the maquila production promotion, increases in labour
force have led to a higher female participation (Cuesta, 2002).

Table 3.4. Indicators of the labour market, 1990-1999
INDICATOR

199093

199497

199899

1990-99

Annual growth rate of labour force in %

4,8

5,0

3,8

4,7

Female participation rate in %

85,7

86,8

86,9

86,4

Male participation rate in %

34,0

37,7

41,7

35,4

Annual growth rate of employment

4,6

5,4

3,8

4,8

Underemployment rate, % without employment

47,9

38,0

40,8

42,6

Unemployment rate, % without labour force

4,6

3,8

3,3

3,9

Employment ratio in tradable sectors, % without
employment

54,2

55,5

51,6

54,2

Employment ratio of low qualiﬁcation, % without
employment

41,2

38,0

36,9

39,1

Annual growth rate of the product per worker, %

-0,2

-1,6

-4,2

-1,5

Annual growth rate of the unitary labour cost, %

2,0

2,2

6,2

3,0

Source: Banco Central de Honduras, Gobierno de la República de Honduras (2001),
estimations of the authors using the enquiries EPHPM del INEH.

In any case, the labour market evolution in Honduras indicates that the
export-oriented growth strategy failed
to generate suﬃcient employment
opportunities beyond the absorption
of new incomers to the labour market
and the capacity of tradable goods to

adjust themselves through the change
in their underemployment levels
(Cuesta, 2002).
Labour Markets and Macroeconomic Shocks

Similarly, despite a slight increase
of manufactures within the decade,
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exporting sectors also failed to head a
transformation towards improving the
qualiﬁcation of the labour force.

the proportion of qualiﬁed in relation to non-qualiﬁed workers is not
substantially better than that of the
non-exporting sectors. In other words,
External Shocks Effects on the Labour Market

Table 3.5. Simulated eﬀects on aggregated macroeconomics indicators
and the labour market (in percent of variation of baseline scenario)
Simulations

GDP

Exports

Deﬁcit
Trade bal.

External
savings

Fiscal
Deﬁcit

Employment

Labour
income

-1,5

2,26

2,32

8,88

-0,11

-0,1

-2,4

2,38

3,65

19,78

-0,3

-0,28

External shocks
PCOFCUT

-0,12

(Fall of Coﬀee prices)
TIDISHOCK

-0,31

(Fall oﬀ 10% in Coﬀee prices and increase of 10% in Oil prices)
PIMPINC

-6,94

-4,5

-29,09

3,8

155,3

-9,24

-8,23

17,43

10

-28,09

2,98

3,09

31,86

13,13

-323,12

16,59

18,29

-10,55

-6,69

-33,27

0,66

0,67

(Increase of 10% Price of imports
AHEXINC

2,06

-3,4

(Increase of 10% External saving)
Prodinc1

21,85

10

(Increase of 10% by Productivity)
Prodnic2

0,65

5,21

(Increase of 10% by Productivity of exportproduction)
WAGEINC1

-1,59

-0,76

-0,18

-0,25

53,92

-2,33

0,44

0,06

-0,45

-0,07

7,78

-0,38

-0,12

15,5

-75,69

-44,47

102,7

-13,87

-14,55

1,21

0,7

6,51

3,19

9,29

1,71

1,76

2,17

9,8

-5,23

-9,91

13,87

3,13

2,56

1,87

1,3

9,5

4,39

22,63

2,61

2,32

0,99

9,94

4,55

17,93

2,43

2,19

-297,99

18,97

20,46

(Increase of 10% Salaries)
WAGENIC2

-0,25

(Increase of 10% Salaries in the maquila)

Trade policies
DEVAL

-10,42

(Nominal Devaluation 10 %)
Alcasim
(ALCA)
OMCSIM
(OMC)
TARCUT1

(Fall of 50% by Tariﬀs)
TARCUT2

1,74

(Fall of 50% by Tariﬀs and increase of 10% by Productivity)
TARCUT 3

23,69

11,16

44,52

18,37

(Fall of 50% by Tariﬀs and increase of 10% by Productivity)
TARINC

-1,9

-1,4

-8,57

-4,01

-19,45

-2,59

-2,32

0,2

-0,48

-0,27

1,46

-0,06

-0,06

(Increase of 50% by Tariﬀs)
ESUBNIC

-0,04

(Increase of 50% by Export substitution)
Source: Cuesta, J. (2002): Crecimiento exportador, distribución y
pobreza en Honduras, UNDP
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The Maquila Production

The maquila has become one of the
main factors for generating employment in Honduras. In the year 2002,

the maquila employed 105,556 persons, which is an increase of 11.8% in
relation to the year 2001 and 11,140
new jobs.

Table 3.6. Staﬀ Employed in the Maquila Industry by Gender
Years

Staﬀ employed

Relative
Variation

Participation rate %

Female

Male

Total

Female

Male

1993

25,332

7,999

33,331

22,5

76,0

24,0

1994

30,204

12,337

42,541

27,6

71,0

29,0

1995

37,736

17,259

54,995

29,3

68,3

31,4

1996

46,804

19,146

65,950

19,9

71,0

29,0

1997

59,639

23,825

83,464

26,6

71,5

28,5

1998

72,523

26,382

98,905

18,5

73,3

26,7

1999

73,035

30,236

103,271

4,4

70,7

29,3

2000

67,677

38,853

106,530

3,2

63,5

36,5

2001

57,424

36,992

94,416

-11,4

60,8

39,2

2002 p/
60,588
Source: BCH, 2003

44,968

105,556

11,8

57,4

42,6

Although more than a half (57.4%)
of maquila workers are women, it
must be highlighted that, in the last
four years, there has been an accelerated increase in male labour force
participation as a result of the diversiﬁcation of production into branches
other than textile, which still contributes to 61.5% of the sector production.
More than 30% of all women employed in manufacture activities across
the country ﬁnd a job in the maquila
(BCH, 2003).
Many studies in the country indicate that the maquila productions
stimulate a strong migration from
the poorer push regions in the west
of the country to the pull regions in
the north, thus causing changes in
traditional ways of social and family
structures (UNDP, 2003). Moreover,
it should be stressed that labour
conditions are below internationally accepted minimum standards,
which does not indicate that either an
improvement of human capital or a
signiﬁcant impulse to human development can be expected.

3.5 Public Spending and Social Conditions

Preoccupation prevails in Central
America concerning the eﬀects of
the tax policy on redistribution. In
the case of Honduras, a considerable
increase of the VAT from 12% to 15%
has been accorded with the IMF 2004,
in order to put it on a par with other
Central American countries and to
increase public revenues by 2% to 3%.
This increase will aﬀect directly those
parts of the population with lower income. This will have negative distributional impacts as great parts of the income of the rich remain exempt from
taxation. Furthermore, an increase
of the prices for medicaments and
school utilities through a higher VAT
contradicts the objectives of the PRSP.
People have to pay more taxes while
the merchant sector, for instance, is
often keeping the VAT because there
is no adequate control system. This is
undoubtedly not only a technical but
also a political issue. At some stage the
government tried to solve the problem by establishing a random control,
the so-called “ﬁscal lottery”, but this
system was eliminated completely and
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nowadays merchants enjoy complete
freedom (Interforos, 2001).

poor who do not dispose of tax
exemption mechanisms.

In fact, ﬁscal policy has not managed to establish a tax system that
leads to a redistribution of income.
On the contrary, the rich beneﬁt in
two ways. Firstly, they continue to
evade taxes and secondly, the tax rate
for the richest sections has been reduced while simultaneously, the VAT
has been increased, thus aﬀecting the

In addition, spending on basic
services that are more directed to the
poor population, absorbed an average of 47 percent of total public social
spending during the period 19901998. This ﬁgure fell to 38.8% 1998,
owing in part to the results of Hurrican Mitch. The following table shows
the trends in spending for basic social
services during the 1990s at constant
1996 prices.

Table 3.7. Social Spending on Basic Social Services
1990

1993

1996

1998

(Mill.
of 1996
Lempiras

%

(Mill.
of 1996
Lempiras

%

(Mill.
of 1996
Lempiras

%

(Mill.
of 1996
Lempiras

%

Education
sector

830

58.4

1288

64.9

972

57.8

886

63.6

Health
sector

347

24.4

488

24.6

572

34.0

435

31.2

Other

245

17.2

206

10.5

137

8.2

73

5.2

Total of
social
Spending

1422

100.0

1982

100.0

1681

100.0

1394

100

Source: PRSP, Honduras, 2000.

An analysis of education spending
leads to the conclusion that human
and physical resources at the primary
level are not being allocated where
they are most needed. As a result, they
are not helping to increase the coverage, quality, or eﬃciency of the system
substantially, particularly with respect
to the public sector. In this regard, it
bears noting that net and gross coverage levels continue to be low. The
student/teacher and student/centre
ratios show a deterioration at all levels
during the period 1990-1997. This
limits the possibility of increasing
enrolment and thus of reducing the
current deﬁcits.
In addition, a comparison between
the public and private sectors shows

the following: a) at the primary level,
the grade repetition rate is 9.7 percent
in public schools versus 2.9 percent
in private schools; b) in secondary
education, the diﬀerence is less, from
10.3 percent in the public sector to 8.7
percent in private secondary schools;
and c) in higher education, the grade
repetition rate in the public sector
(UNAH) is 17 percent, nearly 100
percent higher than in the private
sector with a rate of 8.6 percent. These
qualitative diﬀerences could be attributable to higher ﬁnancing in the
private sector.
However, estimates of public sector
costs per student at the diﬀerent levels
reﬂect amounts similar to those in
private schools. The opposite occurs
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with respect to the recovery of these
costs, particularly in the case of higher
education where the average cost per
student at the UNAH is almost equal
to that at various private universities.
3.6 Institutions and Political Economy

A participatory process in deﬁning
and implementing pro-poor growth
needs to take national hegemony
structures into account that derive
from diﬀerent production conditions,
yet ﬁnd their reﬂection in political hegemony: Big landowners, dominating
ethnic groups, bankers, corrupt state
bureaucracy etc. have very diﬀerent
perceptions of how a poverty focussed
economic policy should look like than
small farmers, small producers, wage
earners and maquila workers. Due to
the political hegemony they will try
to –and they have the power– push
through their concepts with the help
of the state machinery. In this context,
consensus –which would also be the
basic concept for country ownership– cannot be a balance of interests,
rather, due to diﬀerent possibilities
of inﬂuencing the political process,
the social dispute takes place under
unequal conditions. The government
itself, responsible for a participatory
elaboration of the PRSP and national
politics, traditionally supports the
interests of the powerful and wealthy
political and economical elites, and
the growth-based concept of poverty
reduction fosters this policy, which is
inherent in the guidelines.
Thus, the most important constraint for eﬀective civil society participation is the internal political hegemony in their countries and the way
governments deﬁne the process and
actors of consensus building and select
what they consider to be civil society.
This is an entirely political question
which, in a hegemonic structure, will
be decided by the dominating part,
and as they touch areas of privileges
and beneﬁts of the governing people,

they would be very well aware of what
criticism they would accept and which
structural changes they really would
support.
Nevertheless, we believe that the
essential demands of the peasant organisation COCOCH (Comité Coordinador de Organizaciones Campesinas de Honduras) have been included
in the PRSP: uncultivated and excessive land possession by big landowners should be limited by establishing
thresholds (‘sobretechos’). This is
certainly a key instrument for the redistribution of property. Since the National Congress, however, is the only
institution of the state with the power
to introduce a bill or modify laws, the
proposal presented in the PRSP still
remains only a proposal of the executive. We have to keep in mind that the
National Congress consists of many
big landowners and their allies who
have persistently objected the execution of an agrarian reform. In addition to that, the new government that
came to power in January 2002 may
not feel obliged to the PRSP. But even
if all these obstacles are solved, the
procedure for its implementation still
has to be deﬁned. Although it is true
that the “Access to Land Programme”
mentions the participation of farmers’
organisations, it still doesn’t specify
how this participation is supposed to
take place (INTERFOROS).
3.7 Gender and Inequality

As indicated by women and
feminist organisations, no substantial changes took place to reduce the
gap between the social and political
participation of men and women. The
Index of Gender Potency is the lowest
in Central America (1999: 0.450). The
political participation of women in
the upper positions of a representative
democracy is low. Thus, women never
count with a participation of more
than 13% in the diﬀerent political and
social institutions compared to the
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participation of men, which oscillates
between 90,6% and 86,9%.
With regard to women, the causes
of poverty are present on three levels,
on the level of society where there
still is an institutionalised discrimination, including the labour market and
political power, on a communal level,
where social norms have an impact
on the roles and responsibilities of
men and women and, ﬁnally, at home,
where unequal power relations work
according to sex and age.
On the one hand, women have fewer opportunities to transfer their work
into income – due to their responsibility in the reproductive work, their
concentration in the informal sector
and the conceptualisation of their
productive activities as an “assistance”
for men. On the other hand, if women
have an income, it is more diﬃcult for
them to decide independently on its
utilisation. The perceptions about the
value and contribution to the household, social norms and the level of
autonomy have an impact on their capacity of having a voice in the process
of making decisions on every level.
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IV. Trade-Offs Between Growth and
Pro-Poor Growth
4.1 Pro-Poor Growth in Honduras

In order to ﬁnd the trade-oﬀ between growth and poverty, there could
exist diﬀerent strategies connected to
diﬀerent political instruments. One of
them is “pro-poor growth”. The concept of “pro-poor growth”. to us means
the need of an economic growth that
is labor intensive, thus generating employment, and that is concentrated in
rural areas or concentrated on activities and products that are important
to the poor and to improve their living
standards. Inducing growth that is
oriented towards large-scale production, export-oriented agriculture or
higher levels of education for the elites
should not be deﬁned as “pro-poor
growth” from our point of view.
Not every growth based on the
traditional schemes of ampliﬁcation of
capital accumulation and productivity
growth of diﬀerent factors is pro-poor
growth. Nor is the growth based on an
orientation towards large-scale export
and accompanied by measures of social compensation that ﬁnance education, health and social infrastructure
suﬃcient for being categorized as
“pro-poor”. Redistribution is a central
aspect of pro-poor growth. Therefore,
in the analysis, the traditional Kusnetz
curve which presupposes a temporary
growth of inequality, is rejected in the
pro-poor growth analysis.
It is very diﬃcult to establish an
estimation of the trade-oﬀs between
growth and pro-poor growth in
Honduras, given the scarce results in
growth of the analysed period and the
strong inﬂuence of macroeconomic
factors on the performance of the
economy, in particular the Hurricane
Mitch at the end of October 1998. As
presented in chapter 2, Honduras had

a very low increase of the gross
per capita income in the decade of the
90s (0.5%).
The implementation of economic
reforms oriented by the Washington
Consensus since 1991 had low results
as regards economic growth (0.5% for
the whole decade). Social compensation instruments (FHIS) applied to
muﬄe the negative social eﬀect of
such reforms were not able to prevent
the increase of inequalities, although
they managed to impede an exaggerated rise in poverty (see Morazán,
1995).
In particular, trade related reforms
should have caused the most redistributive eﬀects among all reforms.
It seems that the liberalization of the
capital account could have counterbalanced these positive impacts, while the
rest of the reforms could have produced only insigniﬁcant eﬀects on redistribution. Previous researches seem
to indicate that falls in the interchange
terms could have been only compensated by means of external saving and
a consequent propensity to external
indebtedness (Cuesta, m 21-22).
As regards the eﬀects of the monetary policy, it is important to note
that devaluations contributed to the
contraction of the GDP (Cuesta) and,
accordingly, to an increase in the external indebtedness. This implies that
it is productivity improvements, which
stimulate better the growth of GDP in
Honduras.
With regards to economic growth,
devaluation seems to have caused
a 14.6% reduction in employment,
linked to a 14.6% reduction in labour
income (see Cuesta, pg. 21) that seems
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to be compensated by the tariﬀ barriers reductions. However, the low productivity of work does not correspond
to the wage expansion. Accordingly, it
would be important to seek an increase in work productivity by means
of capacity-building among the poor
and the workers, both in the exporting
and particularly in the non-exporting
sector.
Improving access to basic services,
such as primary education and health,
frequently ﬁnds its way into PRSP.
This is usually dealt with both in a
quantitative and a qualitative way. But
here again, the framework is set by the
macroeconomic dimension, which
frequently leads to concepts of cost
recovery and user fees, although the
negative impact on the poor is widely
known.
The processes of privatization
did not help to improve the situation
of the poor. The privatizations were
spoiled with corruption and, furthermore, accompanied by increased
prices that rendered access to basic
social services more diﬃcult for the
poorest sectors of the population. The
same applies for the massive dismissals that had a negative impact on the
unemployment rate. The promised
increase of eﬃciency in services never
took place, since companies could not
obtain the expected proﬁts.
4.2 Growth Decomposition: Changes in
Poverty and Inequality

There are two possible ways of
trying to determine the eﬀect of both,
growth and redistribution on poverty.
One way decomposes their contribution by regressing changes in poverty,
growth and inequality over time, while
the other tries to predict future changes through a mathematical calculation
of elasticities of poverty to growth
and inequality. Elasticities show the
reduction (increase) in poverty caused
by an increase (decrease) of the mean

income—growth—and a reduction
(increase) in inequality when distribution and income are held alternatively
invariant. They provide similar but
not exactly the same information,
given the fact that regressions over
time will certainly “explain” better the
characteristics of an economy than the
elasticities, calculated through a static
analysis that will predict the behaviour
of poverty changes based on chosen
possible changes in growth and inequality, following a given pattern.
We consider Kakwani’s deﬁnition
of “Pro-Poor Growth” to be much
more consistent with the idea of a
growth that disproportionately beneﬁts the poor in comparison to the
rich, in contraposition to Ravallion &
Chen’s approach (2003), which postulates that growth is “Pro-Poor” if it
reduces poverty.
The Pro-Poor Growth Index as
deﬁned by Kawani & Pernia (2000) is:
Φ=1+R/G
Φ= G / ( G + R )

when G < 0
(Positive growth)
when G > 0
(Recession)

where G is the percentage change
in the poverty measure due to growth
when the distribution of income does
not change, and R is the one due to
income redistribution when total income does not change. Thus, a change
in Poverty is decomposed into an
addition of these two eﬀects following
a simple relation that avoids diﬃcultly
interpretable residuals:
Pα = G + R
Pα “is the percentage change
in poverty when the distribution of
income does not change, whereas R is
the change in poverty when inequality
changes in the absence of growth. G
will always be negative because pos-
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itive growth always reduces poverty,
with distribution remaining constant.
R can be either negative or positive depending on whether growth is accompanied by improving or worsening
inequality.” (Kakwani & Pernia, 2000)
Positive Growth

“If R is negative, it means that
growth has led to a change in the
distribution of income in favour of
the poor, thereby reducing poverty.
Such a growth may be characterized as
pro-poor. If R is positive, the change
in income distribution is pro-rich: the
rich beneﬁt proportionally more than
the poor.” (Kakwani & Pernia, 2000)
“Φ will be greater than 1 when R <
0. Thus, growth will be pro-poor when
Φ> 1, meaning that the poor beneﬁt
proportionally more than the nonpoor, i.e., growth results in a redistribution in favor of the poor. This would
be the ﬁrst-best outcome. When 0 <
Φ < 1, growth is not strictly pro-poor
(i.e., growth results in a redistribution against the poor) even though it
still reduces poverty incidence. This
situation may be generally characterized as trickle-down growth. If Φ <
0, economic growth actually leads to
an increase in poverty.” (Kakwani &
Pernia, 2000)
Based on this deﬁnition, growth
can be categorised as follows:
Φ>1
0<Φ<1
Φ< 0

Pro-poor growth
Trickle-down growth
Pro-rich growth

Other classiﬁcations regarding Φ
between 0 and 1 as diﬀerent degrees of
pro-poor growth are not to in accordance with the deﬁnition itself and are
thus not used here.

Recession

“During a recession, the observed
growth rate is negative, resulting in an
increase in the incidence of poverty,
which means that Pα is positive and
so is G. If there is no income redistribution due to recession, the incidence of poverty would increase by G
percent (due to a 1 percent decline in
the growth rate), whereas the actual
increase in poverty is Pα percent.
Thus, the recession will be pro-poor if
Pα < G, and pro-rich if Pα > G”
(Kakwani & Pernia, 2000). One should
bear in mind that even if a recession
is pro-poor that nevertheless does
not mean that poverty is reduced.
Inequality can decrease while negative
growth can produce a total reduction
in poverty.
Thus, a recession can be categorised as pro-poor or pro-rich depending on the value of Φ:
Φ>1
Φ<1

Pro-poor recession
Pro-rich recession

Estimation of G and R

G and R for the diﬀerent periods
are calculated here using Shapley’s
methodology adapted by Kakwani
(1997) through the Software for a Distributive Analysis developed by JeanYves Duclos, Abdelkrim Araar and
Carl Fortín. Since this methodology
uses an invariant poverty line and the
present study contemplates changes
in it over each period, incomes of the
ﬁrst year of each period have been adjusted to the poverty line of the second
period. Both incomes have been adjusted to the eﬀect of under-reporting
until 1999—which has a decreasing
role over the years, given the improvement in the surveys techniques, that
take into account the real GDP.
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Table 4.1. Poverty Decomposition into Growth and Redistribution (%)
Period

Poverty
Line *

% Headcount (P0)

% Poverty Gap (P1)

P0(t1)

P0(t2)

P0 P1(t1) P1(t2)

P1

% Severity (P2)
P2(t2)

P2

Exteme Poverty Line
1993-95

279.72

55.94

61.63

5.70

27.06

37.00

9.94

16.64

27.72

11.08

1995-96

346.29

61.63

63.20

1.57

37.00

33.52

-3.48

27.72

21.65

-6.07

1996-97

416.59

63.20

58.61

-4.59

33.52

29.69

-3.83

21.65

18.99

-2.66

1997-98

473.66

58.61

58.93

0.31

29.69

33.70

4.01

18.99

24.33

5.34

1998-99

528.61

58.93

59.94

1.01

33.70

35.60

1.89

24.33

26.13

1.80

1999-01

643.66

59.94

42.50

-17.44

35.60

21.67

-13.92

26.13

14.06

-12.07

2001-02

693.22

42.50

45.68

3.19

21.67

23.11

1.44

14.06

14.92

0.87

2002-03

746.60

45.68

48.74

3.06

23.11

26.09

2.98

14.92

17.50

2.58

0.66

49.31

55.82

6.51

34.48

43.22

8.74

Moderate Poverty Line
1993-95

559.44

82.27

82.93

1995-96

692.58

82.93

85.77

2.84

55.82

55.14

-0.68

43.22

40.46

-2.76

1996-97

833.18

85.77

83.12

-2.65

55.14

51.38

-3.77

40.46

36.86

-3.60

1997-98

947.32

83.12

81.19

-1.92

51.38

52.80

1.43

36.86

40.00

3.14

1998-99

1057.22

81.19

82.14

0.95

52.80

54.39

1.59

40.00

41.76

1.76

1999-01

1287.32

82.15

66.34

-15.82

54.39

38.72

-15.67

41.76

27.31

-14.45

2001-02

1386.44

66.34

70.61

4.27

38.72

41.41

2.69

27.31

29.18

1.87

2002-03

1493.21

70.61

71.98

1.37

41.41

44.15

2.74

29.18

32.00

2.83

Source: SÜDWIND, using EPHPM, with Kakwani (Shapley) through DAD adjusted for
Z2.Taking the Poverty Line of the second year and adjusting the ﬁrst one by Z2/Z1, 1999 is adjusted 0.913.

*

Average Poverty Line (in Lempiras per month per person) between the two periods
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Table 4.2. Evaluation of “Pro-Poorness” based on Kakwani’s
Pro-Poor Growth Index and Criteria
In case of growth:

In case of recession:

Φ>1

Pro-poor growth

Φ>1

Pro-poor recession

0<Φ<1

Trickle-down growth

Φ<1

Pro-rich recession

Φ<0

Pro-rich growth

Period

Average

Poverty Line *

% Headcount (P0)

% Poverty Gap (P1)

% Severity (P2)

Φ

“Pro-Poorness” of
Growth

Φ

“ProPoorness”
of Growth

Φ

“ProPoorness”
of Growth

Exteme Poverty Line
1993-95

279.72

1.02

Pro-poor
recession

0,39

Pro-rich
recession

0,26

Pro-rich
recession

1995-96

346.29

1.24

Pro-poor
recession

-0,46

Pro-rich
recession

-0,20

Pro-rich
recession

1996-97

416.59

1,58

Pro-poor
growth

1,58

Pro-poor
growth

1,43

Pro-poor
growth

1997-98

473.66

-0,28

Pro-rich
growth

-4,09

Pro-rich
growth

-7,30

Pro-rich
growth

1998-99

528.61

1.47

Pro-poor
recession

0,66

Pro-rich
recession

0,53

Pro-rich
recession

1999-01

643.66

1,02

Pro-poor
growth

1,19

Pro-poor
growth

1,38

Pro-poor
growth

2001-02

693.22

1,06

Pro-poor
recession

1,45

Pro-poor
recession

1,74

Pro-poor
recession

2002-03

746.60

0,23

Pro-rich
recession

0,17

Pro-rich
recession

0,15

Pro-rich
recession

Moderate Poverty Line
1993-95

559.44

5,20

Pro-poor
recession

0,67

Pro-rich
recession

0,46

Pro-rich
recession

1995-96

692.58

0,52

Pro-rich
recession

-2,49

Pro-rich
recession

-0,58

Pro-rich
recession

1996-97

833.18

1,23

Pro-poor
growth

1,48

Pro-poor
growth

1,50

Pro-poor
growth

1997-98

947.32

1,95

Pro-poor
growth

-1,31

Pro-rich
growth

-3,17

Pro-rich
growth

1998-99

1057.22

1,25

Pro-poor
recession

0,90

Pro-rich
recession

0,74

Pro-rich
recession

1999-01

1287.32

1,02

Pro-poor
growth

1,09

Pro-poor
growth

1,16

Pro-poor
growth

2001-02

1386.44

0,75

Pro-rich
recession

1,01

Pro-poor
recession

1,21

Pro-poor
recession

2002-03

1493.21

0,44

Pro-rich
recession

0,23

Pro-rich
recession

0,19

Pro-rich
recession

Source: SÜDWIND, using EPHPM
*

Average Poverty Line (in Lempiras per month per person) between the two periods
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Table 4.3. Poverty Decomposition into Growth and
Redistribution with Kakwani
Period

Poverty
Line *

% Headcount (P0)

% Poverty Gap (P1)

% Severity (P2)

G

R

P

G

R

P

G

R

P

Exteme Poverty Line
1993-95

279.72

5,79

-0,09

5,70

3,86

6,09

9,94

2,87

8,21

11,08

1995-96

346.29

1,95

-0,38

1,57

1,60

-5,09

-3,48

1,24

-7,31

-6,07

1996-97

416.59

-2,89

-1,69

-4,59

-2,43

-1,40

-3,83

-1,86

-0,80

-2,66

1997-98

473.66

-1,10

1,41

0,331

-0,98

4,99

4,01

-0,73

6,06

5,34

1998-99

528.61

1,48

-0,47

1,01

1,26

1999-01

643.66

-17,17

-0,27

2001-02

693.22

3,36

-0,18

3,19

2002-03

746.60

0,69

2,37

3,43

-2,77

0,64

1,89

0,96

0,84

1,80

-2,27

-15,92

-8,75

-3,32

-12,07

2,09

-0,65

1,44

1,51

-0,64

0,87

3,06

0,51

2,47

2,98

0,38

2,20

2,58

0,66

4,34

2,17

6,51

3,98

4,76

8,74

-17,44 -11,65

Moderate Poverty Line
1993-95

559.44

1995-96

692.58

1,47

1,37

2,84

1,69

-2,37

-0,68

1,60

-4,36

-2,76

1996-97

833.18

-2,16

-0,50

-2,65

-2,55

1,22

-3,77

-2,40

-1,20

-3,60

1997-98

947.32

-0,99

-0,94

-1,92

-10,9

2,52

1,43

-0,99

4,13

3,14

1998-99

1057.22

1,19

-0,24

0,95

1,43

1999-01

1287.32

-17,17

-0,27

2001-02

1386.44

3,22

1,05

4,27

2002-03

1493.21

0,60

0,77

1,37

0,16

1,59

1,30

0,46

1,76

-1,25

-15,67

-12,41

-2,04

-14,45

2,73

-0,04

2,69

2,26

-0,39

1,87

0,64

2,10

2,74

0,55

2,28

2,83

-15,82 -14,42

Source: SÜDWIND, using EPHPM

Evidently, the insuﬃciency of
growth to combat poverty eﬀectively
is rooted mainly in the deep inequality that characterises Honduras and
the rest of the countries in the Central
American region. In order to assess
the Millennium Goals as regards the
reduction of poverty to half its 1990
level by 2015, the Economic Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean (CEPAL, IPEA, UNDP,
2002) concludes that taking into account current Gini indices for Honduras, 240 years would be needed for
the achievement of the Millennium
Goals. These long periods are the
result of slow growth rhythms and
high inequality coeﬃcients. One may
argue that, as it is suggested by recent

*

research on the eﬀects of growth on
poverty, low values for elasticities are
associated with high values for the
Gini coeﬃcient.
With this calculation, it is very difﬁcult to determine up to which extent
the growth and inequality components of a change in poverty inﬂuence
each other. Following MacCulloch
and Baulch, it is possible to simply
calculate „an intuitive measure of the
poverty bias of growth“ (McCulloch,
Baulch, pg. 5) (PBG) calculating the
diﬀerence between the poverty reduction with distributional neutral growth
and the poverty reduction which actually occurred.

Average Poverty Line (in Lempiras per month per person) between the two periods
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V. Criticism and Recommendations for
Policy-Making
5.1 Recommendations for Policy–Making

Growth is a necessary but not a
suﬃcient factor for poverty reduction, and it will show its pro-poor
character only if next to quantitative
growth rates qualitative features of
redistribution and equality are taken
into account. Experience has shown
that the orientation on growth only
with measures such as trade liberalization and privatization have increased
the income gap and poverty in many
areas while failing to achieve pro-poor
growth or a trickle down eﬀect.
On the national level, unequal
power relations refer to the unequal
access to opportunities, which have
deepened discriminatory relations and
poverty producing structures. This
is particularly true for women, who
additionally suﬀer further discrimination, as well as ethnical minorities,
children, elderly and disabled people.
Furthermore, these unequal power relations express themselves in the lack
of decentralization, lack of participation, a fragile state of the constitution,
the violation of human rights, biased
state institutions, corruption and the
lack of democracy. Inequality at the
national level is corroborated by the
inequality in the global level impacting on Honduras through the global
geo-political as well as trade and
ﬁnance structures.

more egalitarian distribution of
growth coupled with real asset
distribution (i.e. land) need
to be implemented in order to
operationalise pro-poor growth.
The following measures could
help to overcome vertical inequalities:


Redistribution of assets
such as land and property
rights, an agrarian reform
that includes legalisation of
property rights, especially
for marginalized ethnical groups like Lencas in
the West, Tepemechin and
Garifunas in the North, but
also for several ‘campesino’
groups which ocupated
community land and ocious
land. New opportunities for
foundations for poor people
working in the informal urban sector: creating special
credit programs and capacity-building measures by
widerning the scope of the
INFOP’s operation



Access to credit (by means
of special programs, e.g. specialised ‘cajas rurales’ (agricultural credit corporations),
co-operative credit societies
and micro-credit programs
and similar institutions for
the informal sector with
lower interest rates and
collaterals). The impact of
agricultural credit programs
has to be evaluated periodically considering the impact
on income growth in the
poorest household.



Fiscal intervention e.g. by
subsidizing the taxes, espe-

How to overcome Inequality


Honduras has serious growth
and poverty problems. In our
opinion however, the main
problem is inequality. A rapid
and sustainable growth has still
not been achieved yet because
the inequality acts as a limitation. For this reason we suggest that strategies to promote
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cially in transport in Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula to
allow the poorest have better
conditions to participate in
the labor markets.


Gender Inequalities: although
the gender perspective is mostly
included, many PRSPs do not
contain a strategic proposal on
how to address gender inequality directly and achieve improvements of gender-based poverty;
in many cases, not even ﬁxed
indicators are included. The
revision of the public expenditures may also include an analysis on gender. In both cases,
the precondition is to improve
the database from the gender
point of view, for example, by
means of gender budgeting for
public expenses as well as for
its posterior monitoring. This
should include not only improving the situation of women’s education, but also promoting special programs that create
productive activities, which are
able to generate income for the
women, focusing on the women
that manage the household. A
special attention must be paid
to the observation of core labor
standards of the women working in the maquilas (export
production zones).
promoting capacitybuilding of the human
capital.
 establishing a wage policy
within the framework
of the wage-ceilings of
the maquilas across the
region.
 establishing a social
services infrastructure
(health, education,
kindergardens, pension
funds, etc.) (UNDP, 58).

Institutional changes








It would have been in keeping
with the logic of the TOR provided to all 15 country studies
if the crucial poverty perpetuating macroeconomic policies
identiﬁed as part of the initial
conditions analysis and their
dynamic changes over time had
been more speciﬁcally subject
to pro-poor growth policymaking in the ensuing chapters.
The analysis of the initial conditions makes sense only, if one
searches for ways of eliminating their negative impact and
surveys possibilities of stimulating the positive conditioning
factors. Herby, it is important to
take account of :


negative but also positive
experiences with the Import
Substitution Strategy



negative but also positive
impacts of the New Economic Model implemented
in the nineties in Honduras
and elsewhere

Honduras is a country that has
high levels of corruption and
political clientelism. Electoral
promises and populist policies
inﬂuence the public expenditures negatively. Unfortunately,
important social programs such
as the FHIS are manipulated by
the political elite for proselytising. A bottom up process of
civic empowerment needs to
be accompanied by policies of
decentralisation, participation
and transparency in order to
monitor the discretionary
powers of state representatives, also in ﬁscal and ﬁnancial
policy-making.
The external debt service in
Honduras is still serious. The
debt reduction included in the
framework of the HIPC-Initia-
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tive is a long way oﬀ and too
small, only 80 million dollars
out of the approximately 960
million dollars that were announced at the beginning have
been cancelled. Future debt
sustainability analysis must focus more on the eﬀect the debt
has on the increase of the ﬁscal
expenditures, i.e. debt service
as a % of ﬁscal revenue. If the
ambitious goals of the PRSP are
to be fulﬁlled in Honduras, then
the multilateral debt burden
needs to be reduced in a higher
degree. Debt sustainability
analysis has to consider:





The ﬁscal gap



The savings gap



The external gap



The income burden by tax
policies



Financing the annual cost
of achieving the MDGs
needs to be prioritised in
the budget before debts are
serviced. Better still: Honduras should seek an orderly
debt restructuring solution
for unsustainable debts.

When compared to the level of
the ﬁscal revenue, the cost of
government and administration
in Honduras is too high. With
regard to expenditure, one ﬁnds
another scandalous number:
given that public sector wages
amount to 9,600 million lempiras, while only ﬁve years ago
governmental staﬀ expenditure
was scarcely over 3,000 million
lempiras. This accelerated and
extraordinary increase needs
not to be commented upon,
particularly as Honduras has
suﬀered an internal crisis and
external conﬂicts that have affected its capacity to generate
and obtain resources.







The measures for establishing a
ﬁscal balance cannot contradict
the PRSP goals and this is the
reason why it is important to
search for a way of reducing the
bureaucracy without aﬀecting
the social sectors. The problem
of the low salaries of the primary and secondary school teachers must be taken into account
since the above mentioned are a
guarantee for the better education of sectors of the population
which have lesser income. It is
even more important to reduce
the expenses of a bureaucracy which is oriented towards
purely proselyte aims.
Identifying the sectors that may
contribute to broaden the tax
basis and increase revenue is
even more important. It is no
doubts that the mechanisms
of tax collection have to be
improved. The director of the
DEI (Tax Executive Direction)
conﬁrmes that “in the case of
the income tax, only 2.5% of
the population pays”, which
in numbers amounts to only
134,000 contributors of this tax.
“There are a total of 131,000
businesses in the country, from
which only 18,000 pay the tax”.
Readjusting equality necessitates avoiding that the poor and
very poor are aﬀected by the
new monetary charges destined
to increase the tax income.

Poverty and Social policies

The privatisation of public goods
(water, electricity, communications,
etc.) is the bases of the second-generation reforms. According to the model,
privatization would have at least
two positive eﬀects: i) increasing the
service coverage by means of investing
additional foreign capital and ii) reducing consumers’ costs by increasing
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eﬃciency. For the low incomes strata,
eduction and health services need to
be improved substantially in order to
overcome the negative eﬀects in trade
liberalization. However, without a
strong role of the State as a regulating
factor, the reform of the high enrollment rates for primary education will
again beneﬁt the rich and discriminate
the have nots.
 Enrollment is a necessary but
not a suﬃcient criterion for
measuring better access to education: the eﬃciency and quality of teaching and educational
tools have to be improved. This
also includes secondary education.


stock treatment is a must.
Cautious debt ﬁnancing of
growth in domestic denomination only must be an option. An inﬂation rate of 4%
to 5% is acceptable. The aim
is to achieve undervaluation
in due course of time. Potential negative macroeconomic
eﬀects of external ﬁnancing
for the budget have to be
considered. So, foreign funds
can be invested in pro poor
projects and correlated with
substantial debt relief.


Similarly for health. Privatization policies in the health sector
have to be stopped. In the
present, health services are far
from providing equal access for
lower and higher income strata.

The general notion of growth

Macroeconomic measures supported by the World Bank and the
IMF are intended to stimulate growth.
Their poverty and inequality impact
remain uncertain. The failed reforms
and those reforms with a low intensity
were unable to eliminate the fatal link
between chronic ﬁscal distortions,
leading and retaining high interest
rates and inﬂation. Therefore, the relationship between growth and macroeconomic stability has to be revised,
especially for the following aspects:
 the relationship between
saving an investment has
to be changed. Domestic
demand must to be foster by
infrastructur investment and
trough microcredit.


ﬁscal policy: no debt creating foreign ﬂows such as
remittances, green ﬁeld FDI
or ODA have to be given priority over other types of foreign ﬂows. Multilateral debt

exchange rate policy: external shocks are unavoidable
for LDCs. Because of this,
a nominal exchange rate
anchor serves to give the
monetary policy a clear aim
and to minimise the adverse
impact of external demand
shocks and to create the ability to implement countercyclical policies.

The State has to assume a more
proactive role in designing growth and
development policies in LDC (Herr,
H.; Priewe, J. (2003)):


it has to protect the domestic credit market by capital
control



protecting infant industries
by tariﬀs and subsidies.
Approaching bilateral trade
liberalization agreements
with countries at similar
levels of productivity and
development to strengthen
the competitive capacity of
the national industry, commerce and services.

Risks of exposure to the global
market have to be considered by operationalizing pro-poor growth: there
are few analyses of the consequences
on poverty due to volatility, world
market development, opening the
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internal market, external shocks and
resulting restricted ﬁscal resources.
5.2 Present Pain and Future Hope?

The operationalisation of propoor growth is not possible within
the frame of the economy’s neoclassical vision, since, by deﬁnition, this
leads to a conventional growth model
with “trickle down” eﬀects. Empirical
evidence has shown that this model
has resulted in the perpetuation of
inequality, as seen in the case of Honduras and the majority of countries
with open economies. For the purpose of deﬁning a pro-poor growth,
one should take into account that the
market and free competition economy
cannot be the absolute reference system for all state actions to which it is
reduced by the neoliberal conception
of conformity with the market. As far
as — likewise in neoliberalism— free
competition is not understood in the
sense of an active social program, but
rather as a premise with no content for
economic action, the former will not
be able to assume its ethical and social
assignment” (Becker, 1965, translated by the author) and, therefore,
it contradicts the notion of pro-poor
growth.
Operationalising pro-poor growth
implies assuming the choice of a
development strategy that achieves
the link between eﬃciency and fairness. Investing in the activities of the
poor in order to eliminate inequalities
means that fairness is the necessary
premise to achieve eﬃciency and
that one renounces to set absolute,
free competition as the unique reference of growth. This presupposes the
structuration of a macroeconomic
policy linking the political and human
beings’ freedoms to succeed on the
one hand, and with the diﬀerent levels
of production on the other: largescale with small-scale manufactures,
industry with agrarian production,
and production for internal consump-

tion with export-oriented production,
always favouring the participation of
the poor at all levels, either through
job creation or access to productive
resources.
Furthermore, it means that the
state assumes a proactive role in establishing the institutional conditions for
markets where the poor participate to
work eﬃciently. The public sector is
then important in order to grant both,
the strengthening of the human capital
of the poor and the access to necessary resources and assets that could
secure durable incomes. This implies
approaching privatization processes
from a new perspective, especially
privatization processes involving common goods such as water and electricity.
5.2.1 How to Measure Poverty?

Given that the objective of propoor growth goes beyond guaranteeing a certain income level to people
living under the poverty line, it is
necessary to examine the numerous
determinants of the situations of disadvantage in which the least favored
social groups ﬁnd themselves. This
has to do also with the basic concepts
used to measure poverty. Limiting
pro-poor growth deﬁnition to poverty
understood as income insuﬃciency,
leads to the formulation of public
policies that have been extensively
discussed by many authors. A reductionist deﬁnition of economic growth
leads to proposing policy measures in
which means and ends are confused,
since it is often forgotten, and not only
in practice, that peoples’ lives should
be the main concern and that production and material prosperity are mere
instruments to achieve this.
For this reason, the most adequate
reference point is that based on a deﬁnition of poverty as a lack of opportunities of self-realisation (Sen, 2000).
These opportunities have not only to
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do with access to the fundamental
basic needs’ satisfaction but also with
those related to income. Apart from
the opportunities of self-realisation, an
extension of the so-called capacities,
skills or volitions (capacities for deliberate choice) of the poor is sought
(Sen 2000, 14-15). Among these, the
most important ones are access to
education, health, adequate housing,
electricity, drinkable water, etc. and
also the freedom to participate in the
social and political life of their environment.
Under this approach, the extension of capacities becomes the main
objective of development and, thus,
of growth. It is obvious that the per
capita income is positively correlated
to poverty reduction. What is disputed
here is the reduction of the problem’s
essence to an income growth without
granting the other determinants of
poverty the importance they deserve.
Hence, it is crucial to dispute the assessment quality of life (beyond just
the life level) based on the following
traditional approaches:
 the one based on the goods
people own and use (considering their level and distribution
among persons); and


the one determined on the
basis of the “utility” (as understood by the neoclassicals and
so-called “pleasure metrics”)
provided by goods and services,
which is also constructed upon
quantitative indicators of the
goods that people have access
to.

How to overcome inequality?

The deﬁnition of pro-poor growth
implies the rejection of Kusnetz’s
growth approach. Hence, an alternative deﬁnition of poverty shall be
discussed, as well as an inequality
theory in accordance to the current
globalization, namely the possibilities
poor countries with open economies

have in order to eliminate internal
inequality and to combat external
inequalities.
Regarding the former, it is relevant to mention the two fundaments
for justice according to John Rawls
(1993), which are:
 every person has an equal right
to enjoy fundamental freedoms.


social and economic inequalities should be shaped in a way
that a) it is reasonable to expect
that they are beneﬁcial to all
and every one, and b) they are
linked to positions and charges
accessible to all.

These fundaments thus contradict
a tough growth option, since they
locate justice as a central issue, not
only at the political but also at the
social and economic level. The existing
inequalities in Honduras and the majority of developing countries (present
pain) cannot thus be defended for the
sake of eﬃciency and growth, put as
the promised land (future hope) in a
prediction that is at least uncertain if
not impossible. Moreover, inequalities are seen under this development
conception as an obstacle to reach
growth and hence poverty reduction
instead of “a necessary evil” within
the Kusnetz’s logics. Nonetheless,
although it is true that it is not easy to
identify inequalities, the challenge to
eliminate them is enormous, since it
implies the alteration of the existing
correlation of forces not only within
societies but also at the international
level. Even during the phases in which
this was attempted by means of (more
or less deep) reforms in Honduras by
the beginning of 1972, it became clear
that the problem of inequalities was
far more complex than expected at
ﬁrst sight.
An operationalisation of pro-poor
growth should also include the social
and political sphere. This also in-
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volves considering the power relations
within the targeted societies, since a
core problem for the full exercise of
capacities of the poor has its roots in
the scarce validity of basic rights in the
country. Internal discrimination (on
the grounds of class, gender, ethnic
origin, etc.) constitutes a factor of
utmost relevance in order to explain
the failure to achieve these capacities.
Choosing to pursue a development focused only on “obtaining the optimal
capital accumulation” without including the notion of social capital cannot
be considered pro-poor. Some studies
try to prove that, for instance in the
case of Honduras, capital concentration during the 90s has reduced to 26,
the number of families controlling the
main sources of capital accumulation.
This poses serious limitations to an
investment in social capital that could
lead to the extension of the productive
base.
There exists suﬃcient empirical
evidence pointing to the fact that
social development originating from
redistribution measures stimulates
economic growth if it is accompanied
by market-favourable policies that
foment economic expansion (Bruno,
Ravallion, Squire, 1996). In the issue addressed by the present study,
the eﬀects of economic inequality are
directly related to income and land
distribution.
5.2.2 Pro-Poor growth and the Vision of
Human Development

The operationalisation of the propoor growth concept implies the overcoming of an analysis based exclusively on measurement of the per capita
GDP, thus extending the analysis to
human capacities and its functionalities, as proposed by Sen. Taking this
approach, a link is established between
the pro-poor growth and the UNDP
human development notion. Nonetheless, in order for them to achieve
political relevance, it is necessary to

open them for continuous discussion
among the diﬀerent social actors. This
periodic analytic assessment will require, however, to be extended to both
the bilateral and multilateral international actors of economic cooperation.
Among intermediate indicators
to assess progresses in the pro-poor
growth dimension, it should be
established which ones refer to endowments (Sen, 2000) and are thus
related to what is called here “initial
conditions”. Since Latin America
presents extremely unequal societies,
it is necessary to address the issue of
how to improve these endowments.
The case of access to property titles
over land as an objective must not be
confused with the access to land for
sporadic occupation. Endowments
should be developed toward entitlements, which can also be operationalised in a pro-poor growth system
(an example of this is the “catastro”
for land entitlement within the frame
of the Agricultural Modernisation
Law). These land-use rights —derived
partially from the endowments— are
protected by the customary law, either
legally because they are private property (guaranteed by the state and that
can be defended in the tribunals), or
because they are socially legitimated
(the case of public goods, subsidies,
donations, reciprocity mechanisms between families or distribution systems
within the families).
In order to take into account the
negative eﬀects of globalization, it is
necessary to extend the revision scope
onto the institutions responsible at the
international level of such policies, like
the WTO and IMF.
5.2.3 Pro-Poor Growth and Globalization

The discussion about the best
development and growth strategy for
poor countries in the specialised literature is extensive. Recent contributions after the “Washington Consen-
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sus” are oriented toward a neoclassical
model as regards both fostering the
basis of development and the creation
of economic stability. Such contributions take root in the assumption
that opening to international trade
is the fundamental condition for the
strengthening of internal structures.
First- and second-generation structural adjustment programs (SAPs)
failed to beneﬁts the poor beforehand.
The fear that the new PRSP strategies
and their PRGF ﬁnancing face the
same fate is reasonable. Overcoming
the “Washington Consensus” is a must
and implies disputing the neoclassical model of economic stabilisation
and radical integration in the world
economy.
One of these aspects is the role that
shall be played by the State. It is well
known that there are speciﬁc conditions under which markets work well.
But it cannot be ignored that there
exist drastic and subtle examples of
market failure. Among the former,
one ﬁnds economic depressions and
recessions, whereas among the latter,
one ﬁnds especially the problems of
inequality and poverty. The State can
(and should) do a lot to reduce the
negative market eﬀects and to allow

the creation of an eﬃcient and humane society.
The problem of the generalisation
of the Washington Consensus’ recipes
has been acknowledged. Every country has diﬀerent and complex concrete
structures that need to be borne in
mind when operationalising pro-poor
growth (Stiglitz, 2002, pg. 250). Poor
countries are structurally vulnerable to
the world economy and, hence, cannot
be thrown into a liberalization process without having guaranteed institutional conditions to protect them.
Be it the United Kingdom or the very
USA, one can observe that both acted
applying restrictions to the “free market” philosophy at their time (Gray,
J., 2001) so as to be able to strengthen
their own structures. In order to beneﬁt from improved access to markets
and technologies within the frame of
globalization, it is required to previously strengthen peoples’ capacities
and opportunities of self-realisation or
face, otherwise, negative eﬀects. History shows that those countries which
acted in a more progressive way, often
contradicting IMF recommendations, managed to consolidate deeper
reforms (Stiglitz, 2002, pg. 209ﬀ).
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